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Dedicated to Tek Syndicate



1 It is the year 4,029. Brooke Hammond is a 27 year old mechanical engineer in the city of Society Six, a multiple tiered, gritty, dark metal metropolis. Society Six is plunged 75% into a pit the size of 340 square miles. Enormous support beams surrounding the void keep the city from structural collapse. The pit was initially caused by a meteorite sixty years ago, packed full of a resource that could substitute natural fuel. However, the rock broke apart due to its plummet into the atmosphere. Society Six is one of nineteen civilizations scattered across Earth to gather the resource from the separated rock. The city is largely diverse, people from everywhere are welcome to rightful citizenship. It is a strict, fully employed working future, and everyone must contribute. The city is mostly darkened from the shadows surrounding them, but is lit up from apartment complex towers and the other thousands of colorful light sources. Brooke is called to the job when two giant worker machines she helped conceptualize go missing. Previously trained from ex-security, she finds herself with a shaved head, short leather jacket, and a holographic eye cover. Not to mention a security grade



Electric Incapacitation Device, the EID Mark III. Before she was called to the job, she was working on floor five in sector A-11. It was 11:31pm, but she was wide awake on the work floor. A work floor that was made up of a strong black, honeycomb grilled steel. You could see the other floors above and below you quite easily through the grill design. But as for the machinery, they were held up by a much stronger iron solution so the integrity of the floors wouldn't collapse through one another. If there was one constant entity that the workers were talking about besides the actual work, it was the heat. The overly exhausting humid environment that the meteorite created for the workers had always been a common conversational topic. Although one days worth of mining could power the whole city for fifty days, there were no breaks, even though every worker tends to fall into the situation where they just linger off to pretend like they're doing something. This happened often, and no one ever got caught. Brooke was underneath one of the filtration machine rigs. She was laying on her back on top of a roller cart attached to a small rail, specifically for that reason of maintenance. The filters had to be exchanged every three hours, and the team of four other men she was with exchanged turns.



She was holding a bright, florescent white cylindrical light under the wide belly of the machine. It was wired to another outlet, in which she twisted its top and it suddenly shut off. Brooke huffed. “Having fun Nate?” Nate, another worker on floor five leaned on the wall next to the outlet. He chuckled at his mediocre prank. “Right right, sorry. Having a little fun, that's all.” “Well if our job was any fun, we wouldn't get any work done.” said Brooke muffled underneath the machine. Nate leans back into a support pillar and fiddles with his gum wrapper. “Yeah, but what can it hurt?” Brooke slides the cart back out and gets herself up off the floor. “I need a drink.” “Hey, where you going?” “Me? Home.” “Home?” “Take a look at the time Nate, I'm all done here. I'll be back in six hours.” Nate yells out to her as she ascends up the ramp to the next floor. “Ah man, I gotta find Drew to fix this shit!” “I'm off the clock, not my problem.” She addresses back smiling.



At the top of the ramp upon the next floor was a wall of lockers before the next machine room. There was always some sort of sound going on, but the workers got used to it. Brooke's locker was within the middle of the wall. She slides her key into the lock, grabs a bar in a circular indentation and turns it right and then pulls. The locker scrapes open, already looking slightly damaged to begin with. She reached in and grabbed a clean hand towel to wipe off her face, neck, and arms from the sweat and grease from her average work day. Her dark green tank top was still rather filthy, but she didn't seem to care all of that much. Applying some strength to close the locker most of the way didn't seem like enough. She forcefully pushed it in with one hand while trying to turn the latch left with the other. It didn't seem to help much at all, so she looked aside the wall of lockers, then behind her to the two floors of machine rooms that she was centered around. She stepped back a few feet, gave the ajar locker door a certain glare, then lifted her leg and kicked it into the rightful position. The same dent from before only got bigger and bigger every day. As soon as Brooke locked her locker, another worker from the upstairs machine room walked down



the ramp. He held a rag in his hands, looked to Brooke with a blank stare. “Everything uh, okay?” the man said mystified. “I need a new locker.” Brooke calmly regarded as she walked off the work floor. There was a fairly nice bar Brooke visited every day after work. Although she wasn't an alcoholic, she still went there often. Directly off the work floor began sector A-12, where the workers could wind down. Following that was sector B-12, the least crowded of the entire B sector where the bar was located. It was called the Heatwave House on Diode Drive. The bar was clean, as most of sector B was. And on the inside there was a calming blue metallic chrome touch to almost everything. It was fairly small, and had always left an open door. Brooke sat down at the last stool on the far right of the bar. Behind the counter was a rail integrated into the floor for one of the bartender machines to maneuver on. The machine, once done refilling another man's drink on the far left of the bar, slid down the rail toward Brooke quite quickly. It consisted of a pyramid shaped lower metal body, with a padded two fingered claw grip extended from an automatic arm. You could tell it had been well used from the minor scuff marks it



had accumulated over time. The congestion of wires it required were tied together and tucked underneath the alcoholic beverage display shelf sunken into the wall. The machine's arm had been tucked into a flush fit compartment while it abruptly spoke to Brooke in its computerized voice. “Preference?” it asked emotionless and with a slight drumming rumble. “I'll just have a large glass of root beer.” confirmed Brooke massaging the back of her neck. “Thank you.” the machine responded. The machine quickly assembled Brooke's drink as she spun around on the stool with her elbows on the counter behind her. She overlooked the bar, let out a deep breath. Thinking she saw someone she didn't want to talk to, she immediately turned around back toward the machine as it placed down her drink. The man unfortunately sat down directly next to her left side upon the very next bar stool. He adjusted his coat, then unveiled his credit card. “Enjoying the free drinks?” he asks interrupting her wanted silence. “Gotta love worker privileges.” she says while gulping down a large amount of root beer. “So, where are you off to after a hard days work?” “You know I come here almost every night



Ron.” “It's been a year, I'd think your schedule would change by now.” “What do you want?” “Right, straight to business, you always were. Let's see... We're stumped at sector C security.” “Ugh, I don't work there anymore. I don't want any part of it.” “You haven't heard the good part.” he mentioned with a slight raise in his eyebrows. “Pff.” Brooke rolled her eyes. “Nothing ever good came out of that security anyway.” “Okay, maybe true, but you were trained at the least. And from what I remember, quite well. I'm sure you still have all of the same moves.” She tiredly turns to him. “What's this about, Ron?” “Eh, I know, it doesn't seem right to come crawling back to you after all this time. But we've got a problem... You remember the machines everyone got worked up about seven months ago?” “The structural support welders?” “The very same.” “Sure, I remember them asking me a while ago for input on constructional design.” “Yeah, well, they asked everybody for input. There wasn't a single citizen that didn't give them some half ass idea.” “Did any of the designs go forward?”



“That they did. Along with the latest of the constructional design teaching program. They integrated it into their A.I.” “Well that's good. As long as they keep monitoring the foundation of the city, we won't have to worry about workers killing themselves down there.” “That's the problem.” “Problem? What design did they go with?” “Yours.” Brooke sets down her empty glass. “Why wasn't I notified?” “Hold on a second-” “They offered twenty five hundred credits to the chosen designer. I haven't seen a single credit towards that reward.” “Wait wait wait, just give me another minute to explain... Eh, you're going to hate this.” “But?” “But the machines went missing.” “Missing?” “Both of them, right out of assembly. Gone.” “How?” “No one knows. A.I. integrity hadn't a dent or a hairline scratch in it, it was perfectly stable at the time of initial installment.” “I'm getting the point that you want me to hunt someone down.” “Not someone. But something, the machines.” “No.”



“You're the only one who knows their design enough to take them apart. You know their weak points, vulnerabilities.” “How do I know they used all of my design?” Ron pauses, wipes his face and scratches his forehead. “We don't. But you're the best chance we've got at this.” “What if I refuse?” “Then they'll have to close down a sector or two, or three due to a possible hostile force.” “And how would I go about taking these things down? They're mounted with plasma cutters and industrial welders.” “Take a look at what we got in our new inventory down at security if you're interested. You'd be surprised at how far we've come along in just over a year.” “Does it pay?” Ron makes his way out of the bar. “Heh, only if you're interested.” Brooke sits at the bar pondering for a minute but the bartender machine breaks the silence. “Would you like a refill, Miss?” Brooke stands up. “No thanks.” she says, then leaves the bar exhausted.



2 Brooke lied in her bed for over an hour, but couldn't fall asleep. The thought of those machines she helped design scanning the city streets. But for what? What was their directive? She wanted to blame the designers of the A.I., but knew she couldn't. There could be many factors to the case, and she desperately wanted to find out. She detached her headphones, got up from bed and turned on the green light strip that bordered the room. To the right of her bed was a shelving unit within the wall. She slid one of the thin plastic doors to reveal a small closet compartment. The only piece of clothing in it was her old leather hooded jacket. The jacket itself only brought itself down six inches above her belt. Another compartment in the shelf was her previous holographic eye screen attached to an ear piece. She attached it to the left side of her head, laced up her ankle length boots then looked to the door. It was still very early morning, currently 3am. The city remained as lively as ever. After leaving her apartment tower, Brooke could see the earliest Subway Circuit entrance being barricaded by sector B security officers. No one was being forward enough with them, so Brooke steps up to the crowd of frustrated civilians.



“What's going on?” Brooke asks one of men standing in the outermost layer of the crowd. “They closed the Circuit.” he replied shrugging his shoulders almost as high as his ears. “Which ones?” “Hell if I know. I'm about to bypass if I have to. I gotta get to work at B-6 in an hour.” Brooke closely examined the situation. She gathered a fair amount of thought, looked up to tiers two, three, and four. Tier One was densely populated, probably the most efficient way of running away from police. But she didn't think she needed to commit to it. So she stepped up to the security guard that must have been nearly a foot taller than her. Brooke taps the officer's shoulder. “Why is the circuit closed?” The officer looked around, but couldn't immediately spot Brooke that was directly in front of her. “Maintenance.” “What kind of maintenance?” “One of the railways have been hijacked. Not completely sure.” “And how did that happen?” “I'm sorry mam, but please, we don't know everything just yet. Back away.” Brooke politely stepped back, then looked to



the remainder of sector B in front of her. Dull greens and yellows and reds harshly lighting up the human traffic jammed city street. The bouncing reflections of the towers in the long shallow puddles as the people stepped through them. There was no way she was going to make it to sector C security in time through this mess. Brooke settled for a stroll as the cool mist began to settle down into the streets. Half of the civilians were already carrying umbrellas. She moved through the crowd, keeping her head at the angle of Solar Strip, a very long and extremely popular outlet mall. Above her was the clear glass second floor walkway for the mall, and an idea sprouted in her head. Brooke scanned the outlet stores for one that had an emergency access door to the second floor without having to sprint to the other side of the strip. Soon enough, she casually walked through a store that sold arm length glow sticks that a bundle of teenagers seemed to be purchasing. The older man behind the counter shouted at her, but she was already shoving through the door. The door led to another back door of another outlet store on the second floor following the staircase. In which she swiftly pushed it open and another store vendor asked where she had come from, she ignored.



Nearly falling from the differed texture from carpet to glass, Brooke guided herself through the oncoming crowd of shoppers. Below her to the right she saw a select few of security officers pointing her out. She stared right into their visors through the glass floor, then began to hurry herself at the fact that they were following her. Brooke had created a scene. As the security rushed through the same vendor doors, the crowd on the second floor began to separate. But when the soft misty rain transcended into a full downpour, it made the field of view for the officers dramatically decrease. They were having trouble following Brooke as she made out to almost a full, energetic sprint. Lucky for her, the large panes of floor glass could only be so long before a temporary divide would occur. The glass floors suffered from the oncoming rain. The shoppers, now mostly inside the shops, watched the scene unfold before their very eyes. Both Brooke and the trailing security officers started to lose traction. The divide was only getting closer, and a few feet before the guard rail was when they could barely see Brooke leap over the edge. The security slipped before they reached the edge of that first divide. A wide, thin stream of rain dripping from a large, dark red lit outlet sign caused



Brooke to become completely invisible on the other side. The security officers had given up. By the time she was on the other side of the divide, she leaned up against a metal shutter over one of the closed outlets to catch her breath. She gave a light smirk out of personal favor, then slowly and surely began walking again. Although there was a job needing to be done, she stopped at a particular vendor, Myuzaki, the very same one where she picked up her leather hooded jacket. “Aye, it is you.” aloud says the vendor in his older, broken accent. “I remember you. You bought that jacket, that one.” he raises his elderly arm and points to her jacket. “Heh, it is me. You remember me.” Brooke calmly exchanges with the man. “You want new jacket?” “No no, it still fits me the same as the day I bought it. I was just looking.” “You very bold, what you do out there. Everyone see it... You brave you know? I have these.” Myuzaki bends down behind the counter where he pulls up a clear acrylic case with two tightly woven high thread count gloves. They were higher quality fingerless gloves, with dark gray leather grips on the inner and outer palm.



“They match your jacket, they match you.” he says again. Brooke looks closely at them. “How much are they?” “They new, but for you, thirty credit.” “Thirty? That's not even half the original price.” “Many people come through here. I always have these with me in case I see someone I know they fit.” “Are you sure?” “They fit you, they match.” All Brooke could do was to be was honored to buy the gloves that somehow directly matched the jacket. She nodded to the man and smiled, and left the shop equipping the gloves on her hands right away. She doesn't buy all that much, or frankly at all, but it felt refreshing to do so. Blinded by the fact she was previously on the run from security officers, the glass floor shattered a few feet behind her. Turning to see the cause of it, the civilians now bunched together in groups at the fact the entire floor may collapse. Brooke broke out in another full sprint when the officers became visible again right below her. There was another divide in the floor again



coming up fast. Twenty feet in front her another lit neon sign short circuits, causing sparks to emit, covering the entirety of her vision. She slips, and with the assistance of the rain, she slides the remaining ten feet, clear off the edge of the glass floor. Luckily for her, she tightly grasps the soft edge of the glass with the grip of her new gloves. But her runaway was about to come to a close. As she hung from the ledge, ten feet from the ground, the security officers blast another non-lethal, but crippling sound wave into the above floor. The glass shatters apart within Brooke's clutch. She falls to the solid ground, lying stomach down, closing her eyes. When the security came near her, they weren't expecting for her to get up for another few minutes just out of their false knowledge that they thought they had knocked the wind right out of her. There were two officers, both dressed in the same standard armored attire. While one reached for the weldable square cuffs, the other went to grab her arm. Brooke shot up quicker than they could both blink. The officer behind her reaching for her arm felt her boot kick his shin. Even though he couldn't feel the immediate pain, it still sent his body falling forward, where she then added additional momentum from her hand shoving his head into the concrete. The standing officer went to charge the handle



for the sound wave emitter, but was also sent falling backwards from a sweeping kick. All the officer could do was put a tight grip on the back of his head as the other lied unconscious. All Brooke sought to do was run, and run fast as she could to sector C. With each sector assigned with different security letters, one could not interfere with another district. In a matter of seconds, all Brooke could feel was a crippling electrical current sweep from under her legs. It seemed as if they had to call the entire infantry to capture her. And so she remained on the ground for a minute, was cuffed, then thrown into a sector B security hover car.



3 Security were the only people who could obtain a hover vehicle. They had a few, but mainly one, the single subject detainment transport car, made for singular and brief detainment until brought to the security prison itself. These vehicles, however, could not hover to extreme heights. The highest ascension permitted for non emergency situations like this one, was forty feet. Brooke swore these cars only gave her motion sickness, and she only thought how imperfect the balance was when casting through the chilling, whispering air. The ride to sector B security had actually brought out the most urban sites of the city to her attention, something she wasn't used to. The sites didn't last as long as she'd hope, they arrived at the security station in no more than five minutes. Brooke was brought to a temporary detention cell. Inside was a dark brown, rusted wall surrounding a wooden beat up table. One officer brought Brooke into the room to sit in one of the chairs while the detective followed them both inside, shutting the door behind them. She looks to the dim yellow lamp hanging over the table, swaying back and forth above their heads.



The detective looks to the lamp, stops it from moving around with the clamp of his index and middle finger, then sits and folds his hands together upon the table. “So, Brooke is your name. Brooke Hammond, twenty seven, brown hair, brown eyes, five foot six inches. What else can you tell me?” “You know, I was kind of in the middle of something.” responds Brooke giving the detective a bold, serious glare. “So tell me, why the shaved head? Is it personal preference or a fashion statement?” “Why does that concern you?” “Just answer the question.” “I work with machines.” “What kind of machines?” he asked without giving up a second to breath. “I work on floor five in sector A.” “Hm, sector A. Harsh treatment down there I hear huh?” “It's not for everyone.” “Yeah? How so?” he smirks with only one side of his face. Brooke leans back in her chair, getting ready to just fall asleep from boredom. “... What am I here for?” “Why were you running?” “I was just doing my job.” “You just told me you work in sector A. I'm not



sure if you can read, but this is sector B.” “Mm, you're one of those assholes I see.” “Excuse me?” the detective chuckles. “... You think you're tough, don't you?” “Oh, I never said that.” “Hm. Alright, let's get back on track here... You never answered my original question.” “Yeah, I can put on a little show too if that's what you're into. But if it's not then I really should be on my way, because people like you really can't take what I have to offer.” “Do me a favor-” The detective gets up from his seat and leans over the table, throws his fist toward her face. But Brooke jolts her head aside, lifts both her legs up and pushes the table with her legs, which only helps her commit a back-flip. Her solid handcuffs push into the officer's throat behind her, and in his position he bends backwards to relieve some pressure down to her height as she stands behind him. The detective gives her a shocking, wide eyed stare. Another officer knocks on the door, to which the detective opens. “What the hell we got on her?” he stutters out of breath. The officer shrugs. “Nothing, she's sector C security according to her boss.” “Her boss?” he harshly remarks. “Yeah, he's waiting outside to pick her up.”



“But what do we do with her?” “Uh, let her go.” The detective turns his head around to the cell, looks back and forth between Brooke and the other officer. “... Shit.” Brooke lets go of her hostile and kicks his rear end away from her as she backs away out of the room. Another officer cuts off her cuffs with a red laser when she sees Ron sitting in a chair to the right of the exit door. He tips his hat in recognition to her when she walks near. “You won't last very long on the team if you keep getting into situations like this.” Smiled Ron. “I was only trying to get to your office in time.” she shook her head softly. “My office? You could have called.” “I wanted to walk.” “Well was that before or after they sealed off the circuit?” “It wouldn't of happened if those machines wouldn't of gone missing.” “True, but danger really can't substitute for an excuse can it?” “Apparently in sector B it can.” “What did you do this time? Go back to your days of pulling fire-alarms?” “I was just running.”



“Ah, see? No running permitted in the one of the busiest sectors of the city... But I'm happy to know that you're interested.” “Well, I couldn't exactly ignore the offer. Even if it doesn't pay, I'm the only one who knows their design, right” “Exactly. But for some strange reason I remember getting scolded for thinking the same thing.” “You're right, I'm sorry... So what have you got down there that you were so excited to tell me?” Ron tilts his head aside. “I've got a car outside waiting for us, come on, let's talk.” As the both of them leave, the detective stands in the office still in awe. He turns to the officer that has his hand massaging his neck. “What did she mean by people like me?” ... The rain had lightened up to its original state. Both Brooke and Ron sit in the back seat of the hover car. The condensation on the sides of the car vaporize as the hover strips blaze up, gradually lifting the car up to thirty feet. The windshield wipers ascended and descended again and again when the driver steered the car through the tight city block. As much as Brooke wanted to know the details, she couldn't help but stare



outside her passenger side window. Ron lifts up some sort of coarse, cast resin case from under his seat compartment. “I see you still have your old equipment.” Brooke turns to him. “I guess I didn't want to throw them away. Surprised they still work.” “It's good to know that you take care of some of the most expensive equipment.” “Why do you say that?” “Well, you were the only officer who would casually break things from overuse.” “Thanks for boosting my confidence.” “Sure it sounds bad, but you have to remember, that you used to call all our equipment junk. You spent a lot of time in your office during the night making illegal modifications, which I so ignored.” he winked. “Well they worked didn't they?” “Ha, same old Hammond, nothing's changed.” There was a brief pause as the car entered the sector F outskirts. Ron looked to the large case on his lap, ran his hand over its ridges. “Well, this is our latest to show how flashy we can be.” he slides over the case onto Brooke's lap. Brooke snaps open the three clips that hold the two sides of the case together. Lifting it open, she sees what the sector had been working on for the past year after she left when the crime rate boosted. It was an



EID, Electric Incapacitation Device Mark III. The device was made up of two wedge shaped pieces that fit on top and underneath the length of Brooke's forearm, with a steel handle and trigger inside that kept the pieces together. But the inside was padded with a dark gray, crosshatch designed texture. The top wedge had a smooth curve at the widest part nearest to her upper arm, for comfort reasons. Both wedges were three dimensional of course, thick more towards the middle, then thinning out to a flat, arced shaped slope at the top and bottom. The outermost layer of the weapon was a glossy, carbon fiber, metallic dark gray design. When in the slightest bit of light, it would give off a purple hue. And at the very end of the weapon, there was a seventy degree angle cut in the square barrel of the electrical emitter for an over the top unique look to the weapon. Brooke slides it over the length of her forearm, gripping the core handle. “Snazzy.” “I thought you'd think so.” laughs Ron folding his arms. “Now this weapon is extremely dangerous. Which I know just gets your mouth watering. But as soon as you pull that trigger, it emits a powerful burst of electricity that will instantaneously knock a two hundred pound man off the ground with a cavern in his chest. So use it carefully.” “What about machines?”



“Same power, different effect. This will only cripple the machines for a short while, merely a minute or so I can only suppose.” “So it's not the gun that has to do all the work is it?” “Afraid not. But there are some other, feasible options.” “Such as?” “Interchangeable node departments. Within the underside of the gun, just before that cable there...” Ron points out a rather thick cable connected to the underside of the emitter and bottom wedge. Brooke doesn't miss a beat. A fingertip sized latch opens up an inch thick sliding drawer the length of a postcard. Within the drawer are nine split circular aluminum rings in three rows of three. All of which contain no nodes at the moment. “And these do what, exactly?” interests Brooke. Ron clears his throat. “You see there are nine node compartments. And as you can tell, currently the weapon reading is at default. The first column reads what?” he asks Brooke intentionally. “Uh, CUR?” “Right, Current. That would be the power that the emitter is able to discharge. And how about the others?”



“CHA and VEL.” “Charge and Velocity. Charge for decreasing how long you must wait to shoot again before overheat, and Velocity for the option of shooting faster, but less effective.” “What does that say for the power it's got now?” “I would say you've got two powerful bursts before you end up hiding in a dark corner. But just for a minute I'd think.” “How much we looking at?” “The weapon is yours, not another one like it in the whole city.” “How exclusive.” “As for the nodes, they'll cost you a few credits, close to nineteen hundred. But I've got something else for you, a nice edition.” Ron pulls out a small, thin, rectangular container. He opens it up and hands it to Brooke. “Lucky me.” she says while taking the container holding two nodes. The nodes were a quarter inch thick, shaped like extra large and powerful watch batteries. Brooke slid one into VEL, and the other into CHA. She pushed the drawer back into the bottom of the gun and clipped the latch back on. A minor difference could make a major outcome. Only five minutes with the weapon in hand, and she could already tell it perfectly



suited her. “Home sweet home.” said Ron staring out his window to sector C. Brooke could never see sector C as her home, even though she spent two years living there. Sector C was a crime heaven, but luckily for her they weren't stopping there. “So where's my day begin?” asks Brooke with minimal enthusiasm. “You're assigned to go anywhere you please, as long as matters are necessary. But we're going to drop you down to Sector F, where the circuit depot begins.” “Is that where they are?” “Eh, there's been primarily one sighting for the one machine.” “So it can be anywhere that tunnel leads.” “Try not to overly speculate, it is just a machine at the end of the day, it could have broke down somewhere.” “What about the prime suspect? Any traces on him?” “Don't you worry, we'll take care of that. I'll contact you on your radio if we find anything.” “... Is there anything else?” “Uh, let's see. There-” The driver yanks the wheel completely



sideways just before the left side of the car is hammered out of the sky. The left hover strip powers down as the car smashes into a building within the middle of sector E, which had been closed since two days ago. The car lands sideways within a scrunched alley, Brooke's seat up. Ron, including the driver, had been instantly killed from impact. As Brooke unraveled the disturbing sight through her eyes, the bottom of the car erupted in flames. No future significant mission details to follow now, she had to climb out of this one alone.



4 As soon as Brooke climbed out of the wreckage, she was greeted with a repeating male static voice message echoing from a tall, thin, holographic billboard. “At-tention, this se-sector is closed. Ththank you for y-your cooperation-ation.” Sector E wasn't one of the largest sectors, but it was probably the most tightly packed for its known entertainment. Locations such as Holo-Girls and Club Neon made this sector all knowing. But that wasn't her provocative. She had already gotten herself out of serious trouble twice in the same day, and she hadn't even began her mission. She was a little beat up, a few cuts from the glass behind her left ear, and a thin separation in her left eyebrow from the sign that had short circuited. Other than that, she felt fine, enough to keep her proceeding with the mission. Directly following the alley was a much more open, L shaped road. The shorter end of it was to her left, which only led to a closed off subway station. The longer portion in front of her sloped upwards to a circle of buildings. To the left of the sloped road was a



raised walkway platform to get over the subway entrance and to another part of the sector. She checked both subway entrances, the one to the left, and the one underneath the raised platform in the farthest and darkest corner. Neither one couldn't be forced open. The power of her weapon could assist, but it would be wasted and could possibly compromise her location if the machines so happen to be nearby. And she didn't have any extra tools with her to break apart the metal shutters. Having to think about another bypass only made things more difficult. The only way she thought about getting out of this sector to the next would be to keep moving through E until there was a more open, direct route. Brooke kept thinking about the accident, and about Ron's last word. Although abruptly stopped mid sentence, she felt what he was going to say was important. But she tried not to think too much of it, she'd have to find things out on her own. She just hopes backup will sooner or later assist her when and if the mission gets out of hand. The overhead walkway had dirtied up white tiles on its surface. There were probably close to ten or fifteen thousand active people in this sector before it closed down due to the incident. Brooke shook her head away from the tiled floor, she had to remind herself to keep her eyes up and only in the most efficient field of view. A machine, if not both



including the person who stole them, could be lurking anywhere. There was always a random music track echoing out of place somewhere. This time it was Club Neon, still thumping away. Standing four floors high in all it's glory, Club Neon was closed, but sounded as if it was jam packed with civilians. A half spherical holographic sign fuzzing, it's three dimensional letter C and subscript letter N rotated in place in the center of the sign. Sector E was mostly horizontal compared to being more vertical like most other parts of the city. It was a nice change of pace for Brooke, as she was well used to massive, urban structures looming overhead. The EID felt as if it wasn't there. It was a much lighter weight than she was expecting upon opening the case. But at the same time, she was expecting it to be effective enough to keep her and others safe. Even though lightweight, it became part of her, and she felt it clung to her rather nicely. She would often take a quick gander down at it to make sure it was still there, and each time she looked, it always was. It was even secure enough to stay pressurized to her arm without even holding the handle, due to the inner textured padded design.



Brooke swallowed the beauty and complexity of every sector she'd never seen before, but there was nothing more here to see. The sector F subway tunnel wasn't far away. But before the actual sector ended, sector E brought her to the only place in the city that remained district-less. It was within the widest and tallest part of the beginning of the tunnel, Night-Light Station. Night-Light Station was positioned in an area within the tunnel that could never be closed because it was right in the middle of four connecting sectors, E, F, G, and H. Inside the dark void of the tunnel at the outskirts ridge of sector E, was the entrance to NightLight Station. The entrance was a wide, pure red lit hallway sinking deep into the wall of the circuit tunnel. There were two large men on either side of the entrance because there was a bar and its exotic dancers who often exploited themselves just a few feet inside. Brooke drew herself through the door and into the harsh, vivid red lights that coated the hallway along with every entity that inhabited it. Everyone inside had a bold skin color of red, making it difficult to point someone out. You would have to know what your friend was wearing before you entered the joint. The particular place that introduces everyone into Night-Light Station is the Florescent Fire Stage.



Full of loud exotic music and strange over the top dancing, Florescent Fire Stage really hits it out of the park for being the most out there, clubbing experience. There were two bars on either side of an open dance floor. Ten feet in front of the dance floor was the main stage, where sparks flew, belly dancers danced, and metal drummers pounded away mindlessly. It was a full house, a happy and well occupied crowd none the less. But Brooke couldn't be less interested in anything but the bar. She approached the center of the bar where four of the stools were open. The walls behind the counter were made of shattered pieces of green tile that made the environment a little less intense on the eyes. A twenty seven year old bushy headed man slaps the counter-top in front of Brooke's seat. “What'll ya have?” he asked in his Australian accent. “Just a root beer.” confirms Brooke holding her right arm wielding the weapon under the counter upon her lap. The man returns to her, placing down her drink leveled to the very top of the glass. As soon as he turns away to notice another man raising his hand to get his



attention, a circuit fries one of the sparklers hooked up to the floor of the stage. The chatting crowd backs away, and two men from the front of the club travel to the hallway beside the stage to check out the faulty wiring. The man who raised his hand with the balding head speaks to the bartender. “Hey, what's she drinking?” he addresses Brooke gulping down her drink. “Uh.” The bartender looks to her, then back to the suited man. “She digs root beer.” A confused look overcomes the man's face just when the two men in the hallway beside the stage get the shock of their life as the wall collapses behind them. More and more sparklers short circuit, causing a fire to explode onto the stage. The exotic dancers immediately fled the scene, but the two drummers stayed for some odd reason. But as their drum pacing slowed to a sudden yield, it was revealed they were just motorized robots with rubber masks. Soon enough, they also caught fire. The club turned into a sporadic mess, the crowd moving in ten different directions were just trying to fit through the door. Meanwhile, Brooke softly puts her empty glass down on the counter by the time everyone else had sprung out of their skin.



The bartender ducks behind the counter in front of Brooke. All she does is stay seated, looking down to the cowering man smiling. She grips the handle of the EID tightly, places her foot on the side of the counter, readying herself to meet the uninvited visitor. The machine stood ten feet tall, moved on a set of six large omni-wheels. Its waist was thinner than its hulking iron torso. Hydraulic pipes and pistons made up its neck that held up a trapezoid shaped head, with a circular, staircase layered lens rim. One arm had already been severed off, with only a bundle of cables and wiring left dangling out. The long, six fingered grip flexed in and out, slowly rotating in circles around a sum of collectively working gears making up the wrist. The bartender was still under the counter, sweating more than he could ever imagine. As for Brooke, a sensational electrical vibe ran down her spine. It was that same adrenaline rush she remembered having years ago during a mission she so particularly enjoyed. There was a vertical hexagon shaped void in the lower chest piece of the machine. And if hit directly, the machine's core mechanics should fry with no problem. Brooke cracked her neck, and the machine responded to her movement.



“Don't, don't leave me here!” loudly whispers out the bartender with his eyes and forehead peering out. Brooke closed her eyes, took a deep breath, and counted to ten. Ten, nine, eight, seven. A drop of sweat traveled down between her eyes and onto her nose. Four, three, two... She pushed her foot off the counter, spinning herself in the bar stool. The machine's shoulder mounted welding lasers lit up a bright blue. Brooke held the EID with both hands, then squeezed the handle with unnecessary force. A tug was felt by the sheer power of the weapon's discharge. A crackling, square outline of crisp, blue lightening sped across the room and into the chest of the machine. Its laser welders merely spit out for just a split second, making the alcohol on the top shelf behind the counter fall to the ground, shattering apart and soaking the bartender. The machine sputtered, a thin green fluid trickled out of the affected area in the chest. It looked like ink spreading through water when it accumulated on the floor. Brooke was reassured with her confidence in the weapon, but delivered another shot for safe measure. The rest of the time she sat on the stool, the machine never moved. She lightly chuckled under her breath, got up from the bar and moved to



where the machine itself had entered, the crumbled wall aside the stage. With nothing else for her to examine, she brought herself out of Night-Light Station, and looked to the circuit tunnel ahead. The silence of the people collected outside the main door made her exit a bit awkward. But at the same time, that was most likely to be the strangest thing they'd ever seen in their lives. The harsh red light's sharp edge disappeared the more steps she took outward. Sector F was not much farther.



5 Brooke was now between the closed barriers of sector E and sector F. Sector F upcoming, was merely a half mile away. But the tunnel was mostly dark, nothing but a grayish green flickering light strip lit up the next hundred yards. Although she stuck to her route as safely as she could, there had only been a four foot wide walkway path on either side of the railway. The railway itself had two rails for one, semi-ovular shaped subway train. The train was an unstoppable Behemoth made of some ultra, man made alloy that could resist extreme beatings and abuse. Brooke could hear sirens in the distance that buzzed overhead rumbling the tunnel, including the rain that often would speed up again, hitting the roof of the ceiling above. This only meant she was closer to the exit, maybe just another hundred yards after the leftward arc upcoming in the tunnel. Every hundred feet or so, there were



maintenance hallways gouged into the tunnel walls. Within the hallways consisted of one or two large horizontal pipes, and maybe a few smaller pipes running to and from the floor and ceiling. Across the railway to the right was the next maintenance hallway, and Brooke thought she heard something coming from inside. She looked to the railway system, no more than an eight inch drop down from the pathways to the rails themselves, then hurried across to the other side. Another dark green bulb shines brightly for only a second, then proceeded to darken as she drew nearer to the opening in the wall. Brooke breached the wall a few inches before the hallway opening. A few splashes were heard, some white noise, then some sort of static grumble. What sounded like an ongoing echo of distorted computerized speech, only got clearer when she peered her head in. At the angle she was approaching the hallway, all she could see were the pipes running length ways in the hallway, including a series of shallow puddles. The farthest puddle reflected an angle she could work with. There were two humanoid shadows bouncing from the occasional drip leaking from the above pipe. What they were talking about was unclear, as it was mainly too far away to understand. The



shadows, within ten seconds of Brooke examining them in the puddle separated. She quickly backed away to the outside wall as the splashing became louder and closer together. Just as the being passed her by within the maintenance hall, Brooke swept in, clinging herself to the other, inner wall to remain out of sight. She peeked out just enough to get a glimpse at whoever was down here. It could have been security, or the main culprit themselves. Regarding how dangerous they could be, it was essential to the mission. With Ron dead, everything was in her hands. Brooke managed to take three seconds to view the side profile of the person opening up the door to the outside of the tunnel. All her eyes could describe were his military styled pants bundled with armor pads, a rather particular, large dark coat with a high collar detailed with stripes of blue LED's. No information on his face other than his pale, smooth bald head visible from the side. Brooke felt compelled to follow him, and the opportunity could never come up again. The man left for the sealed streets of sector F, where she had been intending to go from the beginning. But even in the short seconds that she looked at him, she felt a powerful aura that bound around him. No ordinary civilian would wear the same outfit he had on, or at



least one that's not as overbearing. She gripped the handle of the steel corroding door and peeled it open, slowly. The clash of the ocean blue outside with the rain smacking her in the face was enough to keep her wide awake. She held her right arm straight out and kept the other door behind her open as she stepped out into the open lot. Sector F had also been closed, and the civilians had migrated to other parts of the city. There were many areas in the sectors where travel was fairly linear, more often than the wide open lot Brooke was stepping into. No signs of any other life or immediate danger other than the intersection that needed to be patched. A few parked police hover cars, one or two of them standing on their sides or upside-down. Brooke was no more than ten feet out the door when she reviewed a flashing bluish stream in one of the puddles from behind her. She hasted to turn around, but was immediately struck in the jaw, causing her to stumble to one knee. The very same man, large coat, protective custom armor overlapping his collar, chest, and back. Blue lights striping the collar, bald head, combat boots, and an intense blue holographic eye patch on the right side. After the assault, the man backed away, and soon spoke up. “It's renewal, Miss Hammond... You



can't stop progress.” the man spoke with a computerized undertone, fluctuating along his normal voice, crackling and echoing like a loud speaker. “My name is Atlas, and I have coveted this sector.” Brooke couldn't gather the strength to speak. She felt her jaw, rubbed it, then gathered a large amount of blood mixed saliva in her mouth and spat it into a near puddle. All she could do was stand up off the cold surface and focus her eyes on Atlas. “I'm responsible, for all of this. I've occupied the streets with my, future inhabitants.” Atlas spoke merely a few words until he would give himself another moment to pause. Brooke could detect he had some sort of breathing problem perhaps. “I've been noting to meet you.” he continued. “Not everyone gets the chance to see the eyes of their, superior... But are you superior? Are any of us, superior?... Every other machine in this city, is ran by another. Whether it's direct or indirect, electrically powered or gasoline fueled, they cooperate... Does it sound familiar?” Brooke's focus started to shake and blur from the unnecessary energy she was using to hold the EID. She needed to subdue Atlas, someway or another.



They walked around in circles within the lot, never taking their eyes off one another. Atlas stepped in a little closer. “I know your plans Hammond. I honor your deliverance to the mission you dearly consider, a job... But I hold a chain together. And as soon as the chain breaks, this city will fall under the siege of the reconstructed A.I. I call, equilibrium... My entire right arm, as well as my right shin down, as you can see, has been reconstructed. But in a different way, the way I had best see fit for myself... But if you look at the situation closely, everything I've worked for, including yourself and your work, has been compromised. We are simply, part of the problem. The problem that deems itself as, holding back the future... So I ask you this, Miss Hammond. Are we truly superior? Or are we holding our very creations back?... There's only one way out of this, Miss Hammond. Take the right action, end my life... And make the call.” Brooke loosens her grip on the weapon, but the weapon fires off, sending the lower half of Atlas's body a distance afar. The upper half falls to the cold, wet, decomposing surface. Brooke looks to her weapon confused, then runs to the body soaking in the rain. “Shit.” She mumbles under her breath. “Sector C... Sector C this is officer Hammond, Brooke



Hammond.” The static clears through her earpiece. “Hammond?... We uh, we didn't think you made it out of the wreckage. Where are you?” “Sector F.” Brooke takes a few deep breathes. “I'm in sector F. Target's dead.” “T-Target's dead?” “... Yeah.” “We'll have transport there as soon as possible officer. Where are you located?” Brooke looks up from the body. “ In front of Saturn Radio.” “We got ya, be there in minus six minutes, hold still.” “Yeah, thanks.” Brooke examined Atlas's body. Nothing much to look at besides his flashy jacket. Looking to the EID, she hadn't found any particular reason it would have gone off. No scratches, loose wires, or damage done that she could tell. She looked back to the body, had another thought cross her mind. She unclasped the more sophisticated holographic eye patch and earpiece, but there was nothing else of interest she could find such as a weapons or wearable computing. However, from lifting up the head, she could catch a certain glitter in his dead eyes. They were false, engineered it had looked like. It was strange though, he was bleeding out like anyone else would.



Brooke exchanged her security eye-patch for Atlas's. She saw things differently through it. The rain disappeared, the sky turned black and opaque. She had to repeatedly flip it up and down in order to check if she was going absolutely mental or not. Including the new visionary anomaly, there was also a distinct ringing in her ear. It began to sting the higher the pitch carried on. It felt crippling, spine tingling, and somewhat relaxing. Afterward, she pried the tears out of her eyes from her fingers. A sudden, two part sounding siren cast over the circuit tunnel behind her. It was her ride home, incoming. Sector C informed Brooke that there was going to be an autopsy for the body in the next few days. She strictly stated that she needed to be there to see it, as the interest had bound to her quite tightly. She was off work for the next few weeks until her mission was carried out. There were mixed feelings about the situation. What did Atlas mean by his words? Where could the other machine be? Were there more than one or two, or even three left to deal with? She thought heavily about it over the car ride back to sector C. And when exiting the drenched city street to only reunite with her past, she caught eyes with her old apartment tower. Flashbacks of sleepless nights, the memories of the night terrors. That distinct mission, the same one that tormented her for these few years had carried out this far still. But she reminded



herself from time to time, she was only doing her job, and that there was nothing else she could have done. The ambient electric blues theme replayed in her head. Such a beautiful piece, yet too horrifying to want to remember. Brooke kicked open the apartment door. The bedroom was empty, but the bathroom had collapsed. The tiles on the floor were still trickling with water from the drainpipes. The far wall with the window busted apart, the slope in the floor leading to the lifted highway street outside. There was nothing but the few distant street lamps to light the man's silhouette as he ran far, far away. Brooke slid down the floor, rolled onto the empty, vacant highway street. She didn't want to find any sympathy in the man, but only to carry out her mission. As Brooke tried to subdue the man, he fell off the edge, dying from impact. At that very moment she remembered something. The person that told her to never hold sympathy for others, was no other than herself. She tried all she could to contain it, and it still managed to peek out every once in a while. All she wanted to do was hold out some time for personal space until the body gets reported to the hospital after tomorrow. It was something she felt she needed, and hadn't had much time to do. Being that she craves to



keep active, it was going to be difficult just lingering around her small apartment.



6 In her made bed, Brooke was hunched over sitting on the side. In her right hand she held a small, thin, arced wireless phone. “Brooke listen, it's one in the morning. The body's not there yet.” the man said through the other side of the phone-line. “You sure?” quietly asked Brooke concerned. “Eh, yeah I'm sure.” “Well, when do you think it'll be there?” she addressed in a subtle, tired tone. “Brooke listen. We'll call ya when it's here, I'll make sure of it. But get some sleep, take some time off. You've been through enough already don't ya think?” “Maybe.” “Ugh, maybe? Just, just take it easy, alright? Can you tell me that much?”



“... Yeah.” “Good, now we'll see ya on Sunday. Goodnight officer Hammond.” Brooke clicks a button on the phone, carelessly puts it down on the bedside table, then rubs her face in with her hands. She falls onto her back, wide awake as always, and just stares at the ceiling. She couldn't even remember the last time she slept, but that didn't seem to matter to her anymore. Sector B was a feasible option to spend yet another restless night. And again it was as crowded as it always was during the night. Although the circuit entrance was still blocked, there was no longer a crowd of angry civilians surrounding it. However, the broken glass floor was being reconstructed. A handful of workers piecing it back together looked to Brooke as if they knew. Maybe she was just paranoid. There was a vendor across the street from the Solar Strip, beside sector B's largest cinema. Located within a populated plaza on the second floor, he didn't get much visitors. With EID in hand, Brooke swept through the plaza full of energetic shoppers and enthusiastic club dancers. There was even a bull being walked into one of the clubs. And as soon as it stepped through the door, there was a loud commotion bouncing off the walls.



The name of the vendor was Lloyd Harris, a middle aged, heavyset mastermind of modern technology. Brooke hadn't visited him in a long time, maybe three years ago. Lloyd was wiping off the glass to his showcase with a rag. He never even looked up to see the return of his long lost customer. The place was dim, layered in gadgets and gear more than a man could hope for. But Lloyd was known for this kind of thing. It came to no surprise that the store would come to look like it did. A thick cable ran along the top of the wall behind the front counter, leading to an enormous air conditioning vent. It blew so loud that not even the echo from downstairs could be heard. “Can't hear yourself think huh?” asks Brooke stepping forth. Lloyd still never looks up from wiping off his showcase. “Hehe, I've gotten used to it. After a while it doesn't seem to bother ya as often you know?” “Put anymore pressure on that glass and your hand will go through it.” “Pff, yeah, always cleaning. Gotta look nice though, not many people come up to the second floor.” “That's a shame. You've always had some pretty cool stuff up here. But more now than I remember.”



Lloyd finally looks up from his counter, pushes back his glasses. “No freakin' way man!” he yells with a smile. “Where have you been?” Brooke puts her arms around him. “I've been on and off the force, working down in A the past year.” “Sector A huh? I hear great benefits from down there.” “More than what you think. They treat you like royalty as long as you get the work done. Free drinks.” “Really, wow... So what have you come down here for after all this time?” “I have this.” she holds up the EID to Lloyd. Lloyd rubs his finger over his glasses lens. “Wow! What is this piece of beauty?” “Got it from the force, the only one in the city from what I've been told.” “You don't say, what's it do?” “I'd show ya, but it'll probably undo all that cleaning you've done.” “So you're looking to sell it or what?” “Not quite done with it yet. I know you'd love to add it to your collection, but I'm looking for these.” Brooke opens the latch to the node compartment, slips it onto the counter-top. “Hmm, I'll have to take a look. Although, those do look familiar. Let's look, follow me.” Brooke follows Lloyd to his back room, underneath the bellowing air conditioner. “I was told by my boss that they were pretty expensive, but he never told me where to get them.”



“That's what I'm here for! I've always got things laying around.” he says while bent over scuffling through a series of shelves. “Huh, I'm not really sure on this one... Ah, maybe over here.” he snaps and walks toward another out of service air conditioner upon the floor. “Don't tell me you've got two of those.” “Nah, this one's been broken for about six weeks. Took ten days to replace it, you should have been in here in the time I hadn't had one.” “I can't imagine.” “Wouldn't of been surprised if it was a minimum of a hundred and ten degrees in here for that week and a half. Probably the reason why I didn't make much money in that time, haha.” “I hope you're not driving yourself crazy.” “Pff, no worries. Half the time I spend up here wouldn't even qualify as work. Not that you heard that from me.” he winks. “I see you've grown out your hair.” “Yeah huh? Wasn't even a quarter of the length by the time you stopped coming by. Ya know, for a while there, I thought I'd never see ya again.” “Me too. This city's got its workers all tied up.” “You're tellin' me. Strict but beneficial they say. I've heard that quote a billion and one times.” “I really can't complain, it's keeping me alive.” “Me too, I've even surprised they lent me the



store for as long as they did.” “They lent you it?” “Oh yeah, you didn't notice? Gave me the whole vendor's license, paperwork for lease, everything.” “Well that's a bit of good news.” “You ain’t kidding. But the short end of it is, hadn't had much time for myself, there's always something that needs to be done around here.” “I hear you.” Brooke steps in front of the window within the corner of the back room. From where she stood, the city took a greater plunge directly outside the window. The adjacent sectors were lit up in the night sky, three or so miles below their position. From behind, she heard Lloyd take a victory breath. “Ah, here we go.” he opens the package to unveil three nodes. “I knew they looked familiar. Was going to try and get this machine working again with these. One of them is forged if you don't mind.” “Fine by me. I'll take em.” “Very well indeed, I'll ring you up.” Lloyd starts ahead as Brooke takes another minute to stare mindlessly out the window. She just couldn't get enough of that sight of the city. Lloyd looks to the nodes, slides them toward



Brooke on the counter. “I really hope all goes well for ya Brooke.” “You too, how much do I owe you?” “Hm, I'll tell ya what. I'll let you use your discount.” “I thought I could only do that in sector permitted buildings?” “Yeah, well, you'll be the one exception.” “I can't thank you enough.” “Total was fifteen, added discount, badda bing badda boom, nine hundred total.” Brooke scans her credits card into what looked like a forged machine Lloyd made himself. She maxed out Charge and placed the last in Current. She gave Lloyd a hug and proceeded toward the door. “Come back real soon.” Lloyd said in return as she left the store. ... The next two days felt unfulfilled. Brooke tiredly awaiting the body to come into sector C's hands was the most she ever did in that time. Before she received the call, she showed up at the hospital anyway. The new chief, Dwight Anderson, was now in charge. “You're here early.” Anderson says to Brooke when she steps into the lobby.



“Is it here?” Brooke gives him a serious look. “If I'd gotten the chance to call you, you'd know wouldn't you?” “I was in a rush.” “... I see. The body's being prepped for the autopsy. But I'm not too sure they'll be too comfortable with you down there hovering over their work.” “I need to see this. I need to know what else he had on him.” “How can you be so sure he does?” “I can't be.” “...But you'll try anything to know.” “Can we go down?” Anderson nods to the secretary aside. “... Sure, lets go.” In a large, cold, brightly lit room stood three surgeons, lowering the body onto the table. Seeming like they were having difficulties, Brooke moved in to help lift the two hundred plus pound man. “Jesus, what's this guy made out of, metal?” says one of the more, thinner doctors. Doctor Lunn, head surgeon, paused for a moment and stared at the body. “I'll be damned.” he softly exclaimed. “Four of us to lift half of him. What's that weight label read Janine?” “Two seventy six.” replies Janine wiping her forehead. Lunn paused again. Put his hands down on the



table, clamping it in his palm. “This is nothing I've ever seen folks. Zip open the jacket and turn off those lights.” “I can't sir.” “You can't?” “The light strip cables go into his skin.” “W-what?” Lunn steps over to fold back the large, blue lit collar Atlas had on his coat. The wires ran directly from inside the collar to the inside of his skin, with a few inches of spare, loose wiring for head movement. “... Damn. Cut the wires.” “Are you sure you want to do that?” Interrupts Anderson.” “Why not?” concerns the Doctor. “The work that man has done to his body is pretty extraordinary, don't you think? One of those wires could lead to something that could very well rip this place apart.” “What do you suggest we do?” “The matter scanner. It should detect any anomalies, inner switches, triggers, everything we'd need to know.” “Hm, you're right. Janine, unlock the scanner and let's get this table on the rails.” The table they were using to lay down the body



could be latched onto another table that was set on a rail system. The rail system led straight into the receiver of the scanner at the far wall. The scanner was large, made up of layered steel stacked outward against the wall in the form of hexagons. The primary, thicker piece of steel in the back was mounted with numerous lights, switches, buttons, levers, holographic screens and masses of cables running up into the ceiling. The body cart was then wheeled into the center of the scanner. Doctor Lunn started the machine, the main screen flashed, and a strange lightening bolt convulsed within the hologram image. A brief powerful surge was felt around the perimeter of the machine. The lights within the room also burnt out, leaving the lights of the machine to illuminate the one side of the room they stood on. “Eh, uh. Everyone, Alright?” asked Lunn fighting for his breath. “What the hell was that Doctor?” Suspiciously said Anderson with a growl. “I've got- I have no idea. Never seen anything like this before. The man's got something inside him. Like some sort of protective cage I can't get through.” “That's a million credit machine and this man stopped it?” “I uh- I don't know what to say.” The group of five stand in the dark cellar with



only the few colorful machine lights flashing on the reflective floor. The emergency lights flicker on and off, buzzing and droning a few seconds apart. Brooke stared curiously at Atlas who remained face up. She thought again about what he said to her, and if it meant anything at all, what was to come of it? A resounding snare sound from the intercom speakers came through the ceiling. The static got thicker, then a sudden, bold voice emerged. “Attention, this se-sector is closed. Th-thank you for yyour cooperation-ation.” “What!?” Shouted Lunn from beside the machine. “Atlas.” finally spoke out Brooke. “Atlas?” his brow lowered. “At-tention, this se-sector is closed. Th-thank you for y-your cooperation-ation.” the distorted voice broke out again. Lunn walked over to the window where an angled pitch in the foundation developed a rectangle to view the street out back. “What the hell is going on out there? Why would they close the sector?” “We can't stay here, we've got to see what's going on.” stated Anderson making his way through the dark toward the door. “Ridiculous! I'm not doing such things, we're



staying here.” Lunn quickly spat out. “Suit yourself. Brooke, let's go.” Lunn looked to Anderson and Brooke as if they were deliberately insane or borderline crazy. His face grew angrier, but his eyes stated fear. The city streets were emptying faster than they are usually filled. Sector C security was on full alert, there has never been so many vehicles traversing the sky at once. Brooke was astonished, and couldn't place when or where she should begin to worry that something horrible was happening. Security officers were pushing people out of the sector and into the next for immediate safety. There were families bunched together, looking around for answers. But at the time, security weren't giving anyone a straight answer. Brooke felt the rain stop over her head. When she looked up she saw a lowering sector C security car bring itself to the sidewalk. The wind ripped over her uncovered head, Anderson opened the door, tucked the rest of his coat in the door-frame and looked to Brooke. “Get in.” Anderson said aloud just when Brooke stands a few feet in front of the open door. “I'm not leaving, not just yet.” Brooke says



getting soaked by the rain. “I need to find out what's going on.” Anderson squints, bites his lip and wipes his mouth. “I know I may never replace Ron, but... You're a good officer... Keep your eyes peeled.” Brooke nods, as does Anderson. He closes the door, looks to the seat in front of him as the car lifts up to twenty feet and flies off. She stood there, looking to the car from a distance just hoping the same thing wouldn't happen again. But at the same time, she wondered what she was getting herself into. Needless to say, the EID still ranked top in comfort of security.



7 In case of emergency procedures such as this, every civilian had been given a seventy five page packet to inform them on public safety routes and security actions. They were put in dresser drawers to new apartments, put on top of hotel bedding, offered for free at every city vendor in the whole city. During the time Brooke was trying to gather her thoughts, the security cars hovered overhead, stopping mid flight to spout out their two sense using their loud speakers. “This street is closed, please proceed to the nearest exit.” An addition to that, billboards lit up the streets along with news posts that offered news through a digital, wired hookup. They all



correlated with one another, repeating mostly the same messages if not spreading temporary filtered propaganda and advertisements the city was usually littered with on a daily basis. Brooke was walking with the crowd to only see where they were headed. It was apparent that security opened a circuit from B to G, G being the second largest sector. But she wasn't finished here yet, and it was her job to carry out the mission if this occurance so happened to be related. But the commotion only got louder and more complicated to understand. After a minute of slithering her way through the oncoming tides of the crowd, she stopped in an alley between two main roads, in front and behind the Solar Strip. There was something piercing away at her ears, giving her the oddest of headaches. It didn't bring her pain, only mixed perception. She tried blinking a few times, rubbing her temples, then leaning back toward the wall. But the feeling didn't go away, not soon enough. It took some time to realize that it was in fact Atlas's earpiece giving her this strange, ongoing head strain. Atlas's unforgettable voice emerged from the static, clearing up to a most pristine transmission. “Miss Hammond, you've done to what I've expected of you.” “Ugh, what- Atlas?” Brooke groaned while



keeping a low profile on the rim of the alley. “Much like my predictions, it seems I'm able to continue our, line of work.” “How are you there- How can I hear you?” “Not to worry, Hammond. Only if we work together will you find the, answers to your mission. That is, what you want, isn't it?” “What do you want, Atlas?” “Like I said before, you can't, stop progress. It's inevitable. The cause of this is only to be blamed by nature, and provoked by its, predecessors.” “And who would that be?” “Us, Miss Hammond. We are the lost fleet, the last necessity to cause the future to unfold. It's boundaries, are bound to us. And when we break those bindings, we will become, the past.” “The past?” “Referring to them, the machines, the primary drive that you created to sustain a more durable, future we could ever imagine. It's essentially a transitional stage. But it's not your motive to, give in, is it?” “My motive was to stop the two machines.” “Much like us, machines can produce offspring, but in a much more, abrupt fashion. The stages of production from one A.I. to another is drastically shorter than you and I... We are at the last stage, no longer equilibrium, but an exodus, setting into position.” “Where are you hiding, Atlas?”



“When you are done reassuring yourself with your, pretenses, you can find it.” “What the hell does that mean?” “Below the main subway circuits are a congestion of information. Consisting of large packets, they create a code to unlock, the door.” Brooke hides behind a support post. “What door?” “I've enlisted a vital piece of optimal control to the city. The centrifuge.” “What is it? What does it do?” “Within its bearings is a core. A critical aspect likely to see itself as, unfamiliar.” “What's in the core?” “The core is the control. The centrifuge protects the core, like a mothering blanket. If you stop its rotation, all critical information you seek, will be compromised. The machines will no longer have order. If you are superior than the machines, then all of what you have worked for will rank successful... Goodbye, Miss Hammond.” “... Shit.” Brooke shushed through her teeth when she throws the earpiece into the water drain. “Excuse me miss, please be on your way.” politely asked one of the officers noticing Brooke hiding within the alley. Brooke looked to the officer, turned ahead and kept to the streets. The sounds of beeping, loudspeakers, and crackling buzzes filled the air. An



obnoxious, gas fueled tank of a vehicle forged its way into the main roadway. It was fourteen feet tall, had a body shaped like a soft edged rectangle that narrowed at its top to a fine thin edge, and on that edge were four pinkish lights blinking on and off in a row. Moving along its eight dense rubber spheres for tires, it divided the main street in front of the Solar Strip without a care in the world. With no warning, it split the human traffic path into two, and proceeded to bellow out a metallic combustion like sound. Brooke knew what was inside of it. Being experienced with the force before, she knew that it was nothing other than the largest, portable weapon depot the force could ask for. The vehicle itself was called SB-AD, Sector B Armored Ammunition Depot, in which the faded yellow stenciled logo for the correct district was painted onto the aluminum shutter along the side. Brooke witnessed the security forces thicken throughout the city street. A handful of them had already moved above her head along the glass walkway to the second floor of the vendor strip. Although they implied that she leave, she overruled their order and stuck to her own instincts. It was her mission to assist in the situation, in addition to Atlas's directory. So she wandered around aimlessly through the crowd until the opportunity for a breakthrough to access the upper floors was accessible.



The top floor to the plaza was an easier option. Much of the other structures include unhealthy air filtration deposits upon their roofs. As for the plaza, it was cylindrical, wide, and mostly flat on top. She investigated the situation quickly, looked to the center escalators that had been shut off, and began to climb them to the second floor. Lloyd's shop had a security fence dropped down in front of it, like most plaza shops did when closing hours occurred. There was a quake in the ceiling above. A steady, slim waterfall poured down onto the escalators and began to collect into a puddle on the main floor. There was something on the roof, possibly a security drop-ship or some other vehicle. But there wasn't much time to work with, she had to find access to an area that could grant her greater visibility over the sector. All access to the roof surface of the plaza had been sealed, but Brooke was too stubborn to find an alternate route. She took a few steps back from the security fence to Lloyd's shop, raised the EID, and held it tight to deliver a blast of raw power to rupture the lock. She then lifted the fence just enough so she could duck underneath it and travel back into the storage room to find the window. Her eyes caught the beautiful landscape below



once again whilst she stared out the window. Like most windows, this one was one solid piece, and could not be adjusted nor slid open. She looked around for a hefty object other than her leg or arm to thrust out the window. The window shattered to pieces, and the metal cylinder that was to bridge two pieces of air circulatory tubing plummeted into the dark city streets a few miles below. Following the broken window was a walkway platform attached to the outer part of the building. Sturdy enough to stand on, but only used from registered maintenance workers. The ledge led to and around other parts of the plaza. An elongated, rusted up staircase also was bolted to the side of the plaza in order to get to the roof. It was easily accessible now that she had broken into the shop. The rain never stopped coming down, and a severe thunderstorm chart was filling up the electric billboards she could see the distance below. The constant overcast skies made the city feel lost within the ways of the world. Luckily for Brooke, she enjoyed rainy days, as most others just registered it as just another thing to cope with. She caught herself halfway up the first staircase, holding onto the railing, and not moving another inch to just aim her face straight up toward the sky. The city tier above her had a roundabout roadway with swerving rain gutters that



dripped with the cold rain, where it continued to wet her face almost like a shower head. Brooke opened her mouth for a few seconds, looked back down and wiped off her face. She pinched the rim of her hood between her shoulders and pulled it up over her head. She felt the sensation spike through her spine once her foot hit the surface of the roof. The integrity of the plaza was on the verge of collapse. It wasn't all that often an entire building would eventually need to be rebuilt, but the plaza was one of the oldest buildings in sector B, and it needed to be fixed for the longest time. Brooke could see the next three or four blocks at the top of the plaza roof. There weren't many civilians left in the entire sector besides the remaining thinning lines being pushed out by security. The ammunition depots kept coming in, some larger, some smaller. Something was odd about the preparation, Tier Two security for sector K began coming in. Tier Two has never been seen on the surface of Tier One before. Brooke speculated, if Atlas referred to the machines after one had already been taken down, it meant their were more, possibly many. There was no longer a reason to stick with district security, the underground circuit tunnels is where she needed to head.



8 A crashing wall came barreling down the side of the cinema. The second machine appeared from behind the smoke and dust to slowly make its way onto the main road where there were yet a few people to be evacuated. This machine was identical to the first, being the second of the two that were stolen off the assembly line. Some fragments of rubble were still rattling on top of its wheel plate as it moved forward. Brooke carefully peered over the lip of the plaza roof to stare directly downward at the machine who was already preoccupied. She gripped the EID, lifted one leg onto the raised rim of the rooftop, and



pinned the weapon into her shoulder. One blast, then a one second break, then the second blast. Nothing but a few subtle sparks fizzled at its back, but it stopped in its tracks to turn itself around. However, its large set of wheels got caught in the thin alleyway while trying to turn around. Brooke saw this as an opportunity to get across to the lower roof of the cinema merely seven or eight feet away. Brooke leaned over the side to take another quick look at the adjusting machine. She backed up ten or so feet, cracked her neck, and let out a deep breath. The next thing she sees is the head of the machine underneath her, her legs apart, dangling over a forty foot drop below. She slips forward onto the roof of the cinema, wipes the grit off her left pant knee, and immediately rushes to the edge of the roof facing down into the alleyway. The machine finally gets itself moving again, completely forgetting about Brooke in general. But Brooke clenches the weapon, exhales, and fires two more arm jolting bursts into the back head of the machine. Unknowing of what she was going to accomplish, she figured it would buy her some time in order to get down to the remaining escapees below. Under the wide, vivid overhead display lights of the cinema doorway cover hunched a family man covering his wife and son. The machine couldn't see the family taking cover around the bend. She could try to take down the machine and distract it to lead the



family to safety, as the family did nothing to improve themselves. Instead they remained huddled together in front of the door to the cinema. Caught in the middle of the street were two medium sized SB-AD's sitting lengthways to provide cover for the security. The officers themselves were still, piecing together a set of shock mortars on the second floor of the strip across the street. Brooke knew the outcome if she let the machine get itself out into the open. She couldn't let that happen, and saw herself aiding the family anyway. In the back of the theater was a ladder which dropped down into the back alley. She landed between two large air conditioners that were steaming and hissing within their fenced cages. In order to reach the family safely, she turned to the alley where the machine had been slowly moving through, and shot another burst into its back. As soon as it began to turn itself around again, Brooke rushed to the other side alley of the theater to wrap around and secure the civilians. “Hey!” Brooke shouted to them from behind. “Help us!” the man stated fearfully in his Arabic accent. Brooke, still clamping her weapon, looked to the armored depot in the street in front of the cinema. “This way!” she pointed with her head. The machine was quiet and unseen when



Brooke led the family across the street behind the armored vehicle. Brooke peeked out from behind the right side of the vehicle. “Wait here.” She runs to the left side, peeks out again, crouches, then looks up to the strip no more than ten feet away. “Come on.” Just as the family start to get closer to the other side of the vehicle to follow Brooke, three trails of light gray smoke stream through the air over the cinema. An explosion erupts, and the officers yell out to one another just shortly after the embers clear. Brooke huffs, looks down to the road, and begins to walk out into the open along with the crowd of security officers. “Wait! What do we do?” asks the man holding back his son who has a tight grip on his leg. “Go home.” Brooke's voice echoes as she continues to walk away from them. The security officers wrap themselves around the dead machine that had been just a few inches away from entering the street. In a mass communication, one of them turn to Brooke as she goes to sit on the edge of the armored vehicle. “Brooke Hammond, sector C security.” she



eases out as she leans forward sitting. “Job well done officer.” the nameless officer compliments. “I think it's safe to say we can reopen the sector.” “You're sure that was the last one?” “... We can't tell just yet, but the rest of sector B is clean. We'll run a sector sweep in a few hours, get everybody home.” “Get them out of here first.” she addresses the same family still sitting along the strip. “Hm, your ride's here.” Brooke looks to the side and up to see Anderson's sector C security car make its descent down into the street. She pushes back her hood, wipes her face with her arm and moves toward the car when Anderson opens the door. “Should I slide over?” sarcastically asks Anderson. “Ugh, please.” replies Brooke stepping into the car. Anderson takes his arm down from the seat. “Mission details included the decommissioning of two structural integrity issued machines. I hear both of them have been successfully yielded, is that correct?” Brooke places her other leg into the car, closes the door. “Lucky for us they didn't get very far.” “Lucky for you. You're out of work for the next two weeks.”



“I'm sure I could spend some more time doing a whole lot of nothing.” “... What do you do besides work?” “What do you mean?” “Tell me. Other than getting into trouble and providing manual labor, how do you fill in the rest of your time? Let's say, on any normal day.” “... I don't know.” “... I've read your file, I know more about you than you think.” “Yeah, like what?” “Well... I know you took this job to dangerous levels. You don't have any regard to stay within its limits, do you?” “If the job asks me to hunt down and destroy a rampant machine, then I'll do anything I guess.” “You guess?... You don't spend much time for yourself, do you officer Hammond?” “Not in recent memory. But it doesn't seem to take that bad of a toll on my life as I see it.” “But I see it... I see someone who cares about nothing other than keeping her life in strict formation.” “You really see that?” “Tell me this. When was the last time you spent an afternoon with another person?” “... Not sure.” “The way I see it, you've got the next two weeks to fill that gap. Give yourself some time to do things you want to do, see other parts of the city, maybe find a date, who knows?”



“I can't.” “And why not?” “... You remember the autopsy, the man I said his name was Atlas?” “That was his name? Sure.” “He contacted me, even after he was dead and on that table.” “Are you so sure?” “It was him alright. I can't forget that voice.” “And what did he say?” “That there were access routes to a door underneath the circuit tunnels. And behind the door was a way to stop the machines. But a code was needed.” “The machines are gone.” “Not if he has more hidden somewhere that we don't know.” “... We'll have to sector sweep the whole city. The entirety of Tier One will be on lock-down.” “I'm not sure there's another way to stop a hundred machines if they're ready to pop out somewhere.” “Let's get this thing up in the air, get a call to Tier One Utility and Operations.” “What about the underground?” “We take this one step at a time. No use scaring the whole city if there's nothing to be scared about.” “Where are we headed?” Anderson reaches into his inner coat pocket. “The Tier One Command Center. We're taking a city



tour.” The Tier One Command Center was the largest and tallest building in all of Tier One. It was the only perimeter, once authorized, that vehicles could rise up above their standard forty feet. In fact, the entrance to administration was at the landing pad, thirty two hundred feet up. As their car parked on top of the roof, both Brooke and Anderson looked up and took a breath of fresh air. “Refreshing, isn't it?” remarks Anderson. Brooke smirks. “Better than what I'm used to.” There were many people involved with keeping Tier One in order, one mainly named David Sheer. His office overlooked all of Tier One and some of Tier Two. But the window that was holding the magnificent view was slim, no more than ten inches tall, but stretched all around the room. Brooke could tell that there was a strong difference between the two Tiers alone. She was instantly caught up in the spell of the vibrant purple particles that beamed across to everyone's heads when it came through the elongated window. It seemed less industrial, but more like a utopia drenched in more life and unexplored atmosphere.



Two thick yellow light strips flickered on above the dark door in the far corner of the office. Sheer wore a black suit with a silver bow-tie, had slicked back black hair until it frizzed out into a gray curl in the back. Sheer stepped through the sliding threshold and his eyes lit up with the purple reflection. “Dwight.” he smiled ever so delightfully. “Good to see you again, David.” responds Anderson walking forward with his hands in his coat pockets. “You've got quite the view here, don't you?” “You like it, huh?” “What's this?” Brooke interrupts facing the front left corner. She faces a gloss black machine standing up against the wall. It consists of a mechanism that pulls a series of strings to create harp like tones that corresponds with piano shaped keys. It had been playing ever since they had gotten into the office. “That.” enthusiastically says Sheer. “That is an electric fed corded dream-weaver. It was made for my wife before she passed for the celebration of our daughter, Kyra.” “Kyra.” Brooke whispers. “Where is she?” “She's in the learning program, level seven.” “How old is she?”



“She'll be six in October. She'll be out momentarily if you'd like to meet her.” “Not to interrupt.” coughs Anderson. “But we came here for a reason.” “Why sure, what is it?” “I'm sure you're in the know about the migration of sector B through F.” “Of course.” “Brooke?” says Anderson pointing to David Sheer with his arm. “Care to, fill him in?” Brooke looks away from the dream-weaver and gets closer to Anderson. “H-his name is Atlas. The man who took over the machines that were stolen. He reconstructed their A.I., and he told me that he had taken over sector F for some reason, I think to store his other machines.” Sheer folds his hands behind his back. “Atlas you said. Was he alone on this?” “I can only assume.” “Event details only covered two specific machines. How do you know he has more?” “I don't. But when he talked to me it sounded as if he was, implying. That if we were superior to the machines, then we deserved to live.” “That who is superior?” “... Us.” “... And how exactly would we stop him?” “I took him down in sector F. But there was a hardline transmission he somehow tapped into through



my earpiece.” Brooke unlatches her holographic eyepatch. “This was his. I took it.” “And what happened? He somehow, talked to you after he had been declared KIA?” “I'm not sure. But he gave me information, a way to stop the machines.” “He just gave away his secret? How did he say you could stop them?” “Under the subway circuit tunnels are other maintenance shafts that run into a central control point that control the grid of the subway trains and routes. It's run by a computer, likely now to be ran by his third party software. He called it the centrifuge.” “If he's done the work himself, then there shouldn't be a problem fixing it now that he's dead, right?” “We can only hope. But we need your call.” “Absolutely, I'll get every officer we need to get down there, except you, Brooke.” “What? I need to help them.” “I have another job for you, Miss Yuen will take you there.” Brooke leaves the office with one of Sheer's secretary's. Anderson removes a device from his ear and pinches it back into his coat pocket. He looks to the left where David had originally came out, and a shocking look comes over his face.



“Ron.” he eases out with a breath and paces toward the open door. Anderson was monitoring two scientists through a two way mirror. Sitting on one side of the table was Ron, being constructed on. Sheer turns to Anderson. “Magnificent, isn't it?” he lightly smiles. Ron gives a glare of awe. “I can't believe it. What the hell happened?”



“Bio-mechanic reconstruction. Turns out we only needed to repair most of his jaw, two ribs, a lung... But serious brain trauma was done, that we couldn't fix no matter how much cell repair could be done. Hell, we even tried simulated cells.” “Well, how is he? Can he talk?” “Not completely, not just yet. We need to take these things slow, can't get the public worked up on this, at least not now.” “Not now? Look at what you've done, it's extraordinary!” “There's a lot more that goes into the process than just recreation.” “... Like what?” “Resources, money of course. Purity, time,



something not a whole lot of us have.” “What about medical? Can't they cover some of this?” “Not really. The way this new world works, is primarily built of cooperative structure. Not everyone can be pleased no matter how many angles you look at it.” “... You're talking about offending beliefs, aren't you?” “Mhm, you've hit the nail directly on the head.” “Ugh, we can't let Brooke see this.” “Why not?” “She was in the accident, she was there when it happened. She won't stand for it.” “I'm sorry, I didn't realize... Hm, very well, let's leave them to their work then.” Brooke bends down at eye level with Kyra, David's daughter. She wears a black sweatshirt, had dirty blonde hair and two, mystical green eyes. Brooke understood how tough it was to grow up without a mother. But she knew David was a great and knowledgeable man. Brooke looks with a smile. “Hi there.” “Hi...” lightly says Kyra tucking in her lips. “Your father tells me you're going to be six in October.”



“Uhm, yeah.” “You can take her up now.” the secretary confirms standing behind Kyra. Brooke stands back up and holds Kyra's hand as they get inside the elevator to get back to Sheer's office. Anderson looks outside the slim, long window. “You do realize that officer Hammond is absolutely essential to this mission, don't you David?” Sheer stands behind Anderson. “Yes, I do. But the safety of my daughter is my own mission don't you see?” “Not that I was implying you shouldn't make sure she's safe, but we need our best officer out there. She isn't simply, disposable.” “I'm sure when the time comes that you need her, she'll return to your team as soon as possible. But as of right now I need her to watch my daughter.” “... Fine. But when things start to screw up, you best blame yourself.” “Look whose back.” Brooke's voice echoes into the room from the elevator. “Officer, we were just discussing about your position in this mission.” smiles Sheer. Brooke looks over to Anderson who seems a bit upset himself. “Oh yeah, and what was that?” “Would you mind watching Kyra for just a few



hours until we get things under control?” “Watch her? She can't stay here?” “I've hardly got the time to spend any time with her anymore. I've adjusted a list for the both of us, but due to my intense work schedule, it can't be done... I'm terribly sorry.” Brooke squints, sniffles. “Sure, I'll take her out. But we'll stick to higher ground.” “Of course. Most of what was on that list regards only to Tier Two.” “Lovely.” Brooks takes Kyra's hand again, she gives a menacing look to Anderson as he just gives another angry look himself. Anderson shakes his head. “I know how important your daughter may be to you. But you're making a mistake, Brooke's our finest operative.” “You have many fine operatives, Dwight. I'll seek that you use them. And if Brooke is needed, you can have her. But right now, she needs to secure my daughter. Now you best get going, your officers are moving through the underground as we speak.” “Hm... I'll see you around David.” Anderson moves up to the elevator door and pushes the button to summon it. He turns his head, looks to David sitting in his seat staring into the Tier



Two skyline. He lets a deep breath out, looks to the opening elevator door and steps inside to ascend back to the landing pad. The rain dramatically lightened up when Anderson approached Brooke as she was with Kyra standing next to the car. She was just unfolding the list, written in blue pen that faded as the rain drops hit it. “Love her as she would have loved her.” Brooke shot her head up from the letter and looked to Anderson who was suddenly shoved forward onto the walkway platform by a mysterious blastwave. The air grew silent, Brooke grabbed Kyra and opened the door after looking to Anderson's limp body a few yards in front of her. David was sitting in his chair with his hand supporting his head. He was shaking, sweating, then let out a short, emotional whimper. The elevator door split open, and nothing but a blue striped high collar reflected onto the darkened walls. David placed his hand underneath the desk, grasping a handgun that was taped under the surface of the desk. The tape ripping could easily be heard, so he shut his eyes tightly just when a crippling grip was secured around the back of his neck. He felt weightless, only peeled open his eyes just enough to see his mirror shined shoes dangle over his brass leather chair.



David's head was slammed forward onto the solid wooden desk. The forehead cracked, instantly dazing him into an unrecoverable state. The seven foot, nine inch, four hundred and seventy pound mechanical man brought Sheer's head back up to meet with his. “It is done?” asked Atlas in that unforgettable, unique voice. “D... D-done.” “Good.” Atlas puts David's head back down, then proceeds to look around the room. He walks around the area of the office with David still in his grip that seems to not even slightly hinder his movement. He feels the rim of the window, looks to the floor, then back toward the elevator door. “These windows are too small.” “Wh-what?” Atlas brings David down one level to where the secretary's are collectively working at their desks to authorize guests to David Sheer's office. But instead Atlas stops midway through the room and looks to the large window overlooking Tier One. Atlas brings David's head back up again. “Don't worry, you'll all meet at the bottom soon enough.”



Atlas stands firm with one leg in front of the other, brings his arm back, then pitches it forward. David's body travels through the air, passing through the thicker cut glass. Atlas turns around with a blank face, not looking to either of the secretaries, and heads back to the elevator. Brooke is buckling Kyra's seat belt in when she turns her head to notice that Anderson was still alive. He tries lifting himself up when Brooke rushes out to help him up. Like a flash before her eyes, she sits him down in the back seat beside Kyra. One of his ears was bleeding, and the wind was knocked out of him. Other than that he seemed quite fine, externally. Brooke ordered the driver to head to Tier Two for immediate drop-off. It was up to her to secure both Kyra's and now Anderson's safety.



9 The city streets were always permanently darkened from the Tiers above. But Tier Two was fifty percent cleaner and more lively than Tier One. The art deco, architecture, street design were all different. The beats and bass coming from the numerous clubs along the main street were also more lively than the more calming undertone Tier One took under its wings. The sky was still barely visible, but Brooke had to take a look at the city herself. Being so well used to the conditions of Tier One, it was a nice breath of



fresh air. Fifteen minutes after checking Kyra and Anderson into a hotel room, she walked the city blocks admiring every new shape and form to the human nature. It seemed as if none of the people up here knew about the occurrence on Tier One. Were they even told, or did they even care? It was a wealthier community, that was for sure. She could live here for the rest of her life if she wanted, and she had the credits to afford it after all her work. Tier Three was nearly made up of mass flora deposits. She knew this because of all the posters and artwork displayed amongst the buildings walls. If you brightened up Tier One, removed the grit and buffered up the primary source of metals that were used, integrated more malls, clubs, arcades, and entertainment, you'd have Tier Two. Electronic billboards twice the size advertising their 1% crime rate per year. There were fewer sectors, but they were much larger in comparison. One sector here would equal two or three the size of Tier One's sectors. The livelihood felt comforting, although somewhat overbearing depending where you were going. Tier Four was constantly under construction, leaving some of the areas bombarded with low resolution caution tape blinking across the streets. If it were down to a science, Tier One would be the mass production, Tier Two would be the metropolis, and Tier Three would be the culinary process. All of which



were run by different people, four in fact. David Sheer was one of them, working for Military. Amongst him were three others with their own sub-groups consisting of Economical, Medical, and Innovation. “W-what w-would y-you like, Miss?” asks the smooth faced aluminum android from behind the counter. Brooke looked at the on-rail android suspiciously for a moment while she slipped out her card. She shook her head. “I'm just buying this.” she lifts up a steel cane and puts in on the counter. “G-g-g-good choice.” the android replies after she completes the purchase, then tucks itself back into the ceiling above. It occurred to Brooke that anyone of these machines could have been modified or integrated with something that wasn't there the day it was created. Especially, she thought of Atlas, and about the note. “Love her as she would have loved her.” All she could think about was Kyra, and how the both of them didn't grow up without a mother. But there was more to it. What caused the explosion? She was mostly sure about one thing though, and that was that David had died from the explosion, let alone the top two floors. Her old officer type mindset, the one she dreaded for the longest time, had returned and was in full working order, no matter how hard she tried to ignore it. A switch was turned on, triggering those previous



instincts. And then again, she caught herself back into the dreadful incident from before. The cold air was thickening just seconds after Brooke shut the patrol car door behind her. Her mission was straight, catch Jason Adams, a twenty nine year old computer software engineer who illegally obtained prototype processor chips through another syndicate. A syndicate who were soon taken down seven minutes before Brooke broke open his apartment door. Brooke kicked open the apartment door. The bedroom was empty, but the bathroom had collapsed. The tiles on the floor were still trickling with water from the drainpipes. The far wall with the window busted apart, the slope in the floor leading to the lifted highway street outside. There was nothing but the few distant street lamps to light the man's silhouette as he ran far, far away. Brooke watched the man stop, turn around, then step onto the edge of the lifted roadway. But instead of taking immediate action, she walked back into the computer room. A large computer tower with a blue glowing window on the side revealing the insides stood in the corner. Tied to the ceiling and spewed amongst the floor were zip tied clusters of cables and wires. Upon the cluttered desk was a black metal box with three clear windows in it to see the



three processors within the inside. The one thing she didn't understand, is why he ran at all. Was he doing the dirty-work for the syndicate to create a diversion of some sort? During the time she remained in the room picking it apart, Jason stood on the ridge with a tablet, activating some sort of file. Soon after the progress bar read full, he lightly tossed it off the edge moments before Brooke showed up to restrain him, resulting in his fall. “Track right... Hold it.” a sector B officer stated to his teammates within the dark underground tunnels. He held up his hand slightly, twitched his index finger. “Track more right, down a column, stop... Track left one, down three.” The wall monitor at the end of the tunnel flickered. “Try again, but faster.” While thirty or forty soldiers were cracking the code to the main hub in the underground, Brooke had come back after her examination like stroll through the metropolis. The evening was settling to night again, but the bass levels still remained at an all time high outside. She verified her thumb print to open the stained glass windowed door to her hotel room to only find out that Kyra and Anderson had fallen asleep in the same bed. Anderson was reading her “Farmland Robotica”, an older, red faded hardcover book about a twelve hundred year old robot that eagerly invested itself into studying the growth of plant life on Earth.



After twelve hundred and fifty years, the robot leaped off a sand ridden bridge to self terminate because death was the very last thing it needed to experience. Luckily for the robot, termination succeeded, and its farmland was used to restore a population that grew into the future utopia. Brooke gently rested the cane at the edge of the other bed, parallel to hers. She slid off her damp leather jacket and placed it on the hook. Stepping into the bathroom, a pale blue cathode line surrounded the rounded edged rectangular bathroom mirror. To keep them from waking, only two other diamond shaped foggy lights beamed down into the bathtub. She barely tweaked the cold water thumb slide for it to quietly collect into her hands so she could wash off her face. She grabbed a Spanish designed hand towel and wiped her face dry. Brooke's eyes were getting heavier, but she could see outside a familiar view. The dark, multiple layered triangles that were stitched to the thick drapes swayed in the breeze from the window. First time in a while that windows were allowed to be manipulated, something that was deemed hazardous and dangerous by Tier One. She stepped to the windowsill and carefully hunched over to gaze through the pentagon formed window. There were layers of thin, matte black steel rods that bent the glass into a semi-spherical concave shape.



The condensation made it difficult to get a full, comprehensible view of the two cities. A roundabout suspended roadway overhung itself just a few blocks in front of her hotel room, but it didn't completely block the upper half of Tier One. She reached her right arm out the window, bent it around the framework, and wiped off some of the droplets of water. The sight was familiar alright, but it made her heart sink for a moment. When closing her eyes, she tightly clenched the windowsill and looked straight down to the brown carpeted floor. She gave herself a minute before picking her head up again. She turned around to face the two beds. Brooke kept her eyes locked to the half open story book as she sat up in her own bed next to them. Her arms were crossed, her eyes were focused and dilated from the strong lack of light. And yet, all she could think about was the death of Jason Adams.



10 Brooke couldn't help but brainstorm, there were several pockets of information she couldn't necessarily remember all that vividly. If Brooke were to settle things straight in her head to better the future to heal these internal wounds, now would be the time. So she lied there with her arm resting underneath her head on top of the pillow, staring toward the ceiling. The death of Jason Adams wasn't her fault. He was



involved in some shady, technological heavy crime that brought himself to the edge. He wouldn't of stepped up to the ledge if he knew he wasn't going to opt out of the game. An accident of which he brought onto himself when he resisted Brooke's hand. After a few hours of actual sleep, she was awoken by Anderson, nodding to her holding the cane she bought him to support his weakened legs. He tilts his head toward the door, and she slides off the covers. The both of them step into the hallway to take a walk. “Sleep well?” asked Anderson in his coarse morning tone. “Better than I have in a while actually.” Brooke confirms positively. “I received a call, thought I'd tell you about it.” “What sort of call?” “Thirty nine officers were killed just a few hours ago from a tunnel collapse.” “What? What the hell happened?” “They were trying to get through to that centrifuge you told Sheer about.” Brooke brought herself to the wall. “I was supposed to lead that mission, this shouldn't of happened!” “There's nothing we can do about it now, Brooke. The underground is blown to pieces, sector C HQ said there were charges rigged all around that



door, triggered from that hijacked railway. There's no way we would of seen that coming, and you know damn well you wouldn't be here with me telling you about it if you had been there.” “What was in the train?” Anderson puts his back to the wall behind Brooke. “... Nothing.” “... I don't, I don't understand.” “Heh, I'm still trying to piece this bitch together. That Atlas of yours has gotten something up his sleeve. Whatever his plan is, it seems to be working.” “He couldn't do this alone. What was the point?” “You tell me, this was all you.” “... All he told me, was that if we were superior to the machines, then we'd know because we had stopped them... But we stopped them, Anderson, I killed one, and the officers destroyed the other.” “You've got me, kid. I couldn't tell ya if I tried.” Brooke shakes her head, looks right through Anderson's head without even a blink. “You remember the incident those years ago, about the death of Jason Adams?” “We don't have to talk about that, come on.” “You were one level below Ron then, you remember, right?” “I do. But I didn't think you were over it to be



honest. Thought it would take years for you to heal.” “... Do you remember what he was being charged for?” “Pff, being charged was the least of what was happening to him.” “He was working on prototype processors, altering their software or something. They were given to him by that woman. I remember she was with another man, she had half her head shaved with three square shaped patches of hair left on the left side of her scalp. The both of them wore that same outfit.” “You're talking about that syndicate. Yeah, they blackmailed him to load that software into the stolen chips.” Brooke's eyes widened. “How many were there?” “I can't remember, there were at least ten of them.” “But how many did we take down?” Anderson had this confused look on his face. He looks past Brooke to the wallpaper behind her. “... All but one.” he mildly realizes. Brooke shoves open the door to the hotel room. Anderson follows, wakes up Kyra and tells her it was time to move. Brooke crouches down to Kyra's height as Anderson helps her put on her sweatshirt. “I'll be back... I promise.” she says putting her finger under



Kyra's chin. “Whatever he's got planned, he knows he's only got himself to do it.” Anderson says as he watches Brooke slide on her leather jacket and grab hold of the EID. “Come on Kyra, let's go get some breakfast, huh?” The hijacked subway train was still moving. The inside brightly lit, the clicking of the tracks bouncing through the floor. Within the middle of the train stands Atlas holding himself in place by one of the brushed silver bars welded to the ceiling. He rocks back and forth as he stares into the eyes of Doctor Steven Smith, head of the innovation department. Smith is sitting in a chair with three square metal cuffs welded around his wrists. Atlas reveals to him no emotion as the train pulls up to the main hub within the underground. The hub is the center of where all eight underground maintenance tunnels lead. Atlas has his centrifuge spinning in revolutions, gaining power with every turn. The main console controlling the grid has initiated the lock-down. In order to reach the main computer, three step staircases have been placed to sit over the masses of enormous cables powering the centrifuge. Atlas runs and jumps over a four foot mass of cables to head to his centrifuge. Smith stands along the outer perimeter in the darkened corner.



Atlas turns to Smith, puts his head down, shakes his head, then walks toward Smith. Smith cowers, but Atlas grabs him and throws him toward the middle of the room. Smith rolls along the patchy cement floor, coughs, and is grabbed by his shirt to stand up. “You have ten minutes.” Atlas speaks in a growling sketched undertone. Brooke catches up to the stopped subway train. A few dull emergency lights brighten up the floor and hot exhaust smoke rises out from underneath the train. Beside the train is a wide opening that gradually gets thinner, developing into a staircase. The temperature rises and Brooke begins to sweat when a reddish orange glow covers the one side of her face. It was one of the refineries where unused metals from sector A were swept into. A large set of chains, flat circular magnets, and four fingered claws moved along the top of the cylindrical shaped room. The platform she walked on stuck ten feet out from the walls and bent around the room. As soon as she could see through the dangling, rattling chains to the entrance to the hub, she hasted, but midway through she stopped dead in her tracks and raised her weapon before her sweating forehead. “You found the way, Miss Hammond. Care for the grand tour?” Atlas crackled.



Brooke's voice carried from behind the weapon. “Your baby blue eyes don't do anything for me.” “Hm, that's too bad. I was beginning to think you'd be happy to see me again.” “I, I don't get it... How-” “How am I still alive?... You'd be amazed at what a man can do when he has his mind set to something.” “Why are you doing this? Why do you want us to give in?” “Don't judge my life unless you've walked my path, Miss Hammond.” “I can only imagine.” “And what does that mean?” Brooke's throat trembles. Atlas's eyes turn more menacing than usual, and he breaks his usual leisurely code by hasting towards Brooke. Brooke fires, but Atlas torques his body away to get tremendously close quarters. Before Brooke could squeeze the trigger again, Atlas delivers a devastating drop kick into her chest. Brooke falls five feet backwards, practically coughing up a lung. Atlas grabs Brooke by the skin of the back of her neck. “What makes you any better!” he shouts before he throws her against the wall. “Tell me!” he screams again, punching her upside the skull.



Brooke gets herself up, slides her back against the warming wall of the refinery. She goes to squeeze the trigger again, Atlas throws another punch, but she ducks toward his stomach. Atlas grabs her by her sides and tosses her aside. She barely lands on her feet, goes for a high kick but is rejected. As Atlas grabs a hold of her leg, she lifts the other one up and kicks him in the lower neck. She does half a back-flip to free herself, but lands on her back to where she is kicked square the forehead where the back of her head taps the floor. Brooke uses her hands to support her weight as she slides herself backwards toward the wall. Her EID was deforming from the heat, the nodes sizzling away in the compartment. She had two bruises on her face, one under her eye and one over her other brow. She was bleeding from the corner of one of her eyes, and her bottom lip had split apart. Atlas bends down to her level. “You do this for a paycheck, but not for others safety. I see that now that's changed, hasn't it?... If this is our nature, then I must end it, you must give in.” “It's not in our nature to give in.” “Wise... But do you have any idea what it's like to wake up cold in a substance chamber? A pool of flesh eating oil toughening the skin. To have to tug out the wires from your arms and legs and head, to only pry open the metal shell revealing that you've been deprived of your freedom... They used these machines



to integrate infants such as myself with programs that would later build the interior mind of the child to alter and control personalities. As for free will, it never existed, it was merely a dream, shattered. And I was there to pick up the pieces to a complex puzzle called life. Let me ask you, what life could I have now if I were to stop the work I've done?” “You don't, have to-” “... I do. And that's something you'll never understand. Twenty years suspended in a pool being force fed an identity you weren't permitted to form yourself. Only to preform with a colony of workers that would forge a future controlled by corporations.” “Y-you can't force the future.” “They tried all they could to control our planet entirely. Plant life, insects, the entire food chain. We didn't know our mothers or fathers, nor did they know one another. Our parents were seen not as guides, but as unneeded personal affection that we would only use as personal support. Like a sail without wind, we were to be lost without them. They didn't want that connection, instead they brought about their mind bending shortcuts that gifted us with these, stronger presets.” “So they changed you?” “Every female was paired with a male, both unknown to one another, but forced to procreate. And after birth, the offspring were to be submerged in these vessels, surgically attached to the cables that bound to them to the machine programming.”



“... That wasn't our fault. Those weren't these people!” “I was deprived of my rights, as were the rest of my people.” “The syndicate. Is that why you formed?” “Our plan was to use the same instrument against them as they used on us.” Brooke tries her hardest to whisper out her words. “To be superior, is to have the knowledge, and not the power.” “... Correct. But knowledge is power, Miss Hammond... “What good would your machines do to you after you wipe this city to nothing?” “When did I ever say I would leave nothing behind?...” “... You had us on a hunt for something we couldn't find... You had to buy yourself time-” “True, but the hunt is over, and I thank you for provoking it.” Brooke, still enable to move, swallows a mouthful of blood. Atlas gently moves her head aside, grabs his stolen eye-patch, crushes it in his palm, and tosses it into the inferno below as he walks back toward the hub. Atlas steps up to Smith, cuts all three of his cuffs, and returns to his work. “You're done here, go.”



Smith stands petrified. “Y-you s-said that uh, you s-said that you would-” Atlas steps down from the computer platform facing Smith. “That was a one time offer, my friend.” “W-wha-what?” Atlas tugs Smith toward himself and smothers his face into his chest. He reaches his thick arm around the back of his neck and grasps the side of his jaw and pulls it, breaking Smith's neck. The body lies limp within Atlas's arm until it is softly dropped to the floor. The centrifuge cycle eventually came to a ten second yield. And in that time it stopped, Atlas stepped into its bindings and tightly clasped two rubber handles over his head, and places his boots into pressure harnesses at the bottom. The bindings lock into place again, and it begins to spin and raise itself into the air by guided support beams. About twenty feet into the air was a beveled out circular opening in a large, polished iron uni-body. The centrifuge stops spinning for another minute, and Atlas hovers over the ground relieving his arms from the handles to push and pull a series of back-lit buttons and glowing switches. Into the darkness of each tunnel were pieces of the collapsed foundation. And above each tunnel were square hollow plates made of more polished iron. These square plates guarded series of wires, cables, pistons, hydraulic pumps, and artificial machine muscle.



Brooke had gotten herself up, but was still having plenty of difficulty making her way toward the hub. By the time she reached the end of the refinery, it was much too late. The machine Atlas had created burst through the subway circuits and climbed itself onto the surface of sector A. She looked through the gaping hole left in the foundation revealing the sector A towers above. The warm rain splashed onto her head, and she lifted her hands to her face to wipe off some of the blood. Her mouth tasted of copper, and her eyes sustained in a blurry haze as the entirety of life amongst Tier One was fading into an oblivion. Suffering from an intense accumulation of injury, she fell to her knees before the main console, then fell the rest of the way forward onto her face, completely unconscious.



11 Brooke's eyelids twitched open as her eyes rolled into the back of her head. She was lying in a hospital bed in the darkness, surrounded by a few vibrant lights that cast on the filthy glossed floor. Her back arced into the air reacting from a warping pain in her lower jaw. As she let in a couple disturbingly deranged inhales, a table full of surgical tools tipped



over and scattered around the floor beside the bed from her swiped hand. Brooke hadn't been wearing any clothes, and a one and a half inch diameter cable hung from the ceiling and was imbedded into the flesh underneath her tongue. She gripped it tight, let out a horrific grumble, and shook herself in the bed like some sort of strange temper tantrum. After a minute of sheer distraught, she sat herself up along the side of the bed with her legs dangling off the side as she held the suspended cable weakly. The hospital room was nearly pitch black, only a bright yellow and green light diffused themselves onto the floor to light the walkable surface. The floor she could tell had been wet with a thin film of mud layered on top of it. Trickling water could be heard down the hall, along with the ambiance of the city. But what part of the city was she in? The cable that was attached under her tongue wouldn't let her walk out of the room. But Brooke could see the ceiling above had a moving cart that traveled along a single rail that held the cable up in the air. In fact, she could barely point it out, but the entire hallway had the same rail mounted to the ceiling. One light tug on the cable was enough to tell that it wouldn't come out without excessive force. She felt herself slurping a few trickles of blood with a mix of



cold saliva. Occasionally her saliva would seep through and over her teeth from the build up of drool. The rails that connected to the ceiling split apart into the many other patient rooms she could see out in the hall. Maybe fifty yards from the moonlit city outdoors, Brooke scuffled for something she could poke at the cart for her to enter the main hall. She couldn't jump high enough to push or lift the cart, and there was even a clamp at the end of the intersected rail that limited her to the room. A pair of scissors was thrown, then a razor blade knife handle, and then a wire cutter. Two of which struck the clamp, but weren't strong enough to lift it off the rail. She managed to lift the lightweight tool table for her to stand on. It wobbled a bit, but it got the job done. Using her two longest fingers, she pushed upright on the clamp and its weight caused it to position passed the ninety degree mark where the cart could slip through. The bluish moonlight beamed through a large hole in the wall at the end of the hallway. Outside was Tier One in total disrepair, but electricity still working, just lit up much less than usual. From the broken water pipes and crunched water gutters there formed a puddle before the busted wall. On the edge of the puddle was a wooden chair with red leather cushions. The chair had Brooke's clothes laying on top of it,



along with a lengthy metal case standing beside it. As soon as Brooke got dressed into most of her clothes, she lied the case down in front of the chair and lifted the top open. Inside contained the EID with two more nodes, an addition to a four inch cold tube of metal. She held the piece of metal in her hand, examined it closely. A rolled up piece of paper was inside of it, once unraveled she could see a illustration of a human head. Apparently the cable embedded into the tissue under her tongue and behind her teeth led to her windpipe. She felt her neck, and sure enough she could feel another thick cable under her skin. In order to detach the cable extending to the ceiling, she were to push in and lift three small pins around the metal rim of the cord under her tongue. Brooke was salivating quite quickly, and she would get severely dehydrated if she didn't detach it soon. Her fingers were wet from her drool, and the pins felt they were made of paperclips. She kept her eyes locked to the ceiling as she opened her mouth as wide as she could in order to unlock the mechanism. A hissing noise was heard, along with a light mist deposit that rose upward as soon as she felt the release. Her tongue dropped onto the hole and she could feel the shredded flesh. But the process wasn't over yet, she still had one more step. The additional metal piece was widest at the



bottom, where it split into two very small tubes then reconnected together after an inward bend. The top also split into two smaller pieces, but were closer together. The diagram read that she were to have the wider separated tubes where two of her molars had been missing on either side of her bottom jaw. The two small pipes fit perfectly between the gaps in her teeth, and the wider bottom also connected to the top piece of the cord that had been underneath her tongue. The other two top pipes fit around two other pieces she hadn't known about that were located in each nostril. As soon as everything was hooked up, she looked to her reflection in the puddle beside the case. What had happened to her? What had happened to the world? There was one final piece to the case she never discovered until she was about ready to leave. A piece of the black foam within the case was cut out and made into a flap she could lift up to find an intricate metal mask, shaped like a mythical wild cat. It gave her visual advantages, the power to zoom in and out, measure distance and time and determine location. Made to solely form over her face, Brooke strapped it onto her belt. She stood up, faced the large hole in the wall, and climbed down to a massive crane beam that extended to another rooftop that contained bulky generators on top a hundred yards away. So she began walking along the beam of the crane, looked down six hundred feet to the empty city streets, then



carried on. Unsure of what lied ahead of her, she placed on the mask from over her head to ready herself for the journey the world had abandoned her in. “Where are you hiding, Atlas?” Brooke whispers to herself just before she leans off the end of the beam to land onto the gravel layered surface of the rooftop. “...I'm not dead, yet...” There was a glass dome making up the ceiling of a lower structure. Whatever was inside could barely be seen due to the past rainfall. Standing between two silent generators, Brooke knelt down toward the edge of the roof and examined the side of the building. A bulging brick pillar created a latter like formation down the side she could use to lower herself down. The glass was solid and very stable. She swiped it with the side of her hand to get a look inside, but it had been mostly dark. She shuffled across the outer rim of the glass dome in order to reach the front of the building. Bouncing from a dumpster top to the lower streets, she could tug on the handles of the front doors to tell that they weren't going to open. The doors were thick, wooden, a bit scratched up, but to no avail. The inside of the building was rather grim. Dim red gills layered around the circular ledge just below the glass roofing, long tables with office chairs broken apart, clear hologram acrylic screens dangling



from wires. It was a mess inside, and probably served her no purpose in the end anyway. It only occurred to Brooke after fifteen minutes or so that she was secluded somewhere in sector D, the largest sector in Tier One. Off of one of the main roadways beside her was the bank. It was made up of an upside down staircase layered roof to the entrance above another staircase to walk through the front door. To the left and right of the entrance there were clear plastic screens that bounced uncontrollably with red digital text reading, “BANK”. The door had also been sealed shut, and if she broke her way through the glass framed door, an alarm was subject to go off. The air was completely silent, stagnant, a bit musty. And every Tier Two entrance she passed had been blown to bits, causing rock piles to block up parts of the streets. A wide chain of black clouds began rumbling through the sky. As the wind started to pick up and the rainfall transcended into hail, Brooke saw herself sitting in a post office. A thick layer of safety glass stood between the mailer and the customer. Three seats were bolted to the ground in front of the one inch tall slot to pay and receive the cash. Under the glass separator were strips of bronze lights to light the table. Behind the glass, leaning up against the blank back wall was a man in a jacket sitting down on the floor.



He had a dried splatter of blood four feet above his head with a smeared trail leading behind his back, and a bullet hole in the center of his forehead. Even the lights on the ceiling above him were shorting out. The man was staring at something through the window blinds behind Brooke. She curiously tilted her head and tried to aim her eyes in the same direction he was facing. Through the window and across the street was a massive parking lot lit up by spotlights coming down from the incredibly sized sector D ultra market. The market was full of androids, hundreds, maybe thousands. They were all lifeless, without power, and just scattered throughout the store in the dark. There were several leaks in the ceiling, causing some of the machines to rust and fall apart. She thought to herself that maybe she was the only person left down there, waiting to find an answer. Brooke made her way through the depths of the department store which only contained shelves upon shelves of mostly assembled androids. Trying as hard as she could to not make any sounds, she stepped onto a small cluster of glass. She was grinding her teeth from side to side, and a strange amount of interference began clogging up her masks vision. Static nearly blew out her ear-drums, so she lifted the mask over over head and held it in her left hand. The sound of the static signals still barely etched out from her hand.



It was nearly pitch black, impenetrable darkness within every isle. She was waiting for something to sneak up behind her, so every few feet she would turn her head around, sit for a second, and proceed toward the back of the store. But the store had formed into a labyrinth, making the leaks in the ceiling the only audible compass to work with. Brooke knelt close to the ground, squinting into the edges of every shadow. She gripped the floor, placed her legs over the cables that congested the market as she hovered her body above the floor. Looking almost as if she was about to do a push-up, she focused her eyes through the bottom stands of the shelves to see straight through to the other side. The truth was, it was damn near impossible to get a clue what this building was now intended for. Moving her right knee up toward her stomach, she pushed her arms to get herself back to crouching position. She quietly attached her mask to her belt again, making an echoing click sound that traveled across the narrow isle. As soon as she started to bring herself back up, a metallic thud was heard no more than twenty feet in front of her. Brooke's eyes blindly shook in the darkness, and her chest felt warm. Another thud followed ten seconds after the first, but sounded a tad more hollow. She turned herself around,



aimed the EID into the overlapped shadows that blanketed the isle of machine bodies. The thudding repeated, but closer toward her and much more frequent. Three, four, five, six, the metal knocking eating away at her like some sort of claustrophobic terror. But for a few seconds, the clunking stopped, and not a moment too soon, six eye level lights lined up in front and behind her. They were of dull orange color, thin and cylindrical, embedded into the shelves within the isle. Brooke only realized after a minute of turning to the nearest one, that they were lit arrow tubes shot by an archer who appeared from the dark. The archer wore an open jet black trench-coat, black jeans, knee high length boots, and an armored chest piece made of a dark gray material with two orange circular lights embossed from the rib area. The mask he wore was cut to reveal his chin and mouth. “How long?” the archer asks Brooke on the other side of an arrow. “... What?” Brooke asks confused. “How long have you been awake?” “... An hour, maybe two.” He began to turn. “Come with me.” “I don't think so, I'm in enough trouble as it is.” She hesitated. “How so?” “... Personal.”



“Personal matters don't regard to this situation anymore.” “And why not?” The archer stares at Brooke, but to her all she sees is a reflective purple visor staring back at her. “... Mhm... If I were you, I'd get over yourself real quick. And when you do that, we can work together.” “Ah, and what makes you so sure I'll do that?” “... Because there's nothing left between us and the machines.” “Wait, wait. What do you mean there's nothing left? What about above- what about Tier Two and them? Where are they?” “... Like I said, there's nothing but us now.” the Archer says walking away while ducking underneath his arrows. “Don't walk away!” “This would be the part where you'd follow me.” his voice echoes back. The archer leads Brooke to a dim, brass schemed managers room on the third floor of the market. It was heated in there, probably seventy five degrees. The black and white checkered floor stood out from the brown flowery tiles that squared around the room at shoulder length. The archer stood behind a solid, heavy, reddish wooden managers desk covered in pens and papers. The archer kicks a wheeled office chair



towards Brooke as she closes the door. “Take a seat.” he said sitting down himself behind the desk. “You seem relaxed.” stated Brooke lowering down to the seat. “... I honor that you were holding your ground before, but as you can tell, things have changed.” “... Do you know-” “No. Not as much as I'd like to.” “What's your name?” “Logan. You?” “Brooke.” “Well Brooke, welcome to the aftermath of Atlas's creation.” “And what exactly did he build? I'm a little lost.” “That's what we're here for to find out...” “You said before that we're the only ones left. How can you be so sure?” “I've ran up and down these streets as much as I could, looking for others. I've found nothing but pieces of the city besides you up until now.” “You've been doing this long?” “Not really, just nine days.” “And why just us? There's got to be others somewhere.” “I wouldn't spend a whole lot of time thinking about the safety or concern of others. We're here, right now, and that matters. Only what we can see in front



of us is what we need to carry along.” Brooke leans forward in her seat. “How could you spend a second not thinking about the others? Your friends, family, children?” “... Think about how much energy you just lost explaining to me the concern. Yes, it's horrible. But don't you think for one second that we can save everyone. There's a much greater threat out there.” Brooke subsides, looks down to the floor. “What makes you so experienced at this? Where did you work before, before this happened?” “I was a plant marker up on Tier Three. I'd be the guy to inject the roots of the plants if they were to get too large or got infected... I stood on a raised platform that moved from station to station, sector to sector. From there I took aim and let loose, day after day.” “Rather skilled for a job in the field of nature.” “You'd be surprised. There was two of us, at one time.” “Two? What happened?” “He fell... Simple as that...” “Sorry...” “So what have you got going on? Any tricks up your sleeve? From the looks of that arm it would seem so.” “Ex security, mechanical engineer.” “Sector A, huh?” “Right. How did you guess?” “Tier Three's an open plain, can see everything



and anything from up there. I'm sure I could give a name to every dumpster if I took the time.” “Sounds boring.” “No... Beautiful. It amazes me that anyone I had the privilege to talk to hasn't seen the sights I've seen from up there. If only they could see what I've seen... Their world would be different. The way they'd perceive things, they couldn't forget it.” “You speak quite highly of it. I'd have to find the time to visit sometime soon.” “It's often funny. I used to see the same man walk to the same bar after every day of work. What's that bar you have down there, the uh, heat-house or something?” “Heatwave House.” Brooke mumbles silently. “Heatwave House, right!” Logan laughed in his chair. “Interesting. You could see the whole city from there, but never pick up on Atlas's location.” “... I catch your drift, but if I knew where he was before the news had gotten to us, I'm sure things would have been much different. And so you know, I couldn't see everything. Especially not the people I lost...” “Sorry.” “You want to know what I think, Brooke?... I think the only reason we're here is past the chance that we've simply woken up.” “You think he did this to us?”



“... I think in a matter of time, maybe minutes directly after we awoke, the outcome could have been much more severe.” “Death?” “No, rebirth... I think he planned to rebuild his syndicate, one way or another.” “What do you think woke us up?” “Being that we both woke up alone, the only thing I could suggest is a power surge, maybe a timer, or-” “Or another person, a scout maybe.” “Not sure. If I remember correctly, he was the last of his group. I don't think he had anyone else to work with.” “What do you propose?” “... I've heard massive electrical surges coming from Tier Three, most likely due from energy output levels being screwed with. It's very possible he may be up there, maybe building something, recharging his main machine.” “What the hell was that thing?” “Hell if I know. Past broadcasts labeled Tier One takeover in under four hours.” “... How long do you think we've been asleep for?” Logan shakes his head. “All clocks read the same default reset at zero across the board.” “How long did that take you to grow?” “Grow what?” “Your beard.”



He chuckles. “Impossible to tell, been stuck at this length for months... Good thinking, but we should get moving.” “Just one more thing.” Brooke stands up, taking out her mouth piece. “If he did this to us, what were they intended for?” “Depends, you have a soft stomach?” “No, not really.” “Then I would answer by telling you that the both of your lungs have been removed.” Logan jokes. Brooke raises her eyebrows. “What?” “Take it easy, it's a water vapor filter. I'm sure if he wanted to kill us, he wouldn't of taken the time to make sure we would never have to keep ourselves permanently hydrated.” “Well, perfect.” she says sarcastically. “You don't seem so happy about it.” “I'm gonna miss that too.” she mumbles. “Am I missing something here?” “Yeah. Just so you know-” she snaps back. “-It was never alcohol I drank after each day of work.” “Wait a second-” Logan smiles. “Shut up.” Brooke interrupts as the both of them leave the office.



12 Logan's coat flapped vigorously in the wind as the narrow elevator quickly ascended higher and higher into the air. Brooke had never seen Tier Three once in her life, and couldn't wait to see everything Logan mentioned that made it sound so great. Sure enough, the elevator came to a smooth yield. Logan



stepped out, Brooke was following, and she couldn't believe her eyes. Tier Three is where the highest towers stood, the most hulking buildings stretched into the horizon, leaving cavernous pits below from structure to structure. Thousands of yellow lights layered along the sides of the buildings aimed upward into the crevices of each skyscrapers design. Large optimum strength pillars, all different in art style, held up the floors in their own sense of style. There were sky-bridges everywhere, often leading to the collections of growing flora connected to communication cables. The night sky made it all look so wonderful. The scale of the atmosphere was tremendous, putting the remaining Tiers below to absolute shame. “Yeah, see, you see those?” points out Logan looking up to the blackened sky. Brooke moves forward. “What is it?” “Hm, there's quite a few of them too. Electrical storms, what I expected.” “From what?” “Too much power being transmitted to one location. I'd say due to the obvious current location, we've made ourselves quite an easy puzzle.” “What if he's there?” “He won't be, power is too strong, it would kill



him.” “Heh, have you met the guy?” “... No, why?” “I think you'd be the one to be surprised.” Logan moves toward the edge of the ovular platform beside an electrical wire layered tree. The tree itself strongly resembled a synapse, every few seconds a blue light would skewer apart through the artificial branches, thus brightening into a white glow at the tips. He opens what looks like a junction box to pull out a thick nylon cable with a large lanyard hook attached to the end. The holes on top of the box where the cables led made it seem like an array of exposed parallel wires. It turns out they were only safety harnesses for the workers to walk from platform to platform safely. “Here, clip this to something.” says Logan as he clips it to his back armor underneath his coat. “You're gonna want to have this.” Brooke clips the harness to the back of her belt and nods. “Lead the way.” Logan led Brooke into an interesting outlet store full of tin toys, a library of gears, and steam powered contraptions. “What is all this?” Brooke asked fiddling with a rotating bookshelf designed for gear parts.



“Cool, huh?” said Logan muffled behind another isle. “The man who owned the place was a magician, he worked a night show at the Obsidian.” “That theater?” “Yeah, just a few blocks away. I didn't think you knew about it.” “I read about it, somewhere.” “Yeah well, he was something alright. I met him here not even eight weeks ago to replace the tension strands in my bow. Wendell was his name.” “I think I remember something about him being exiled.” “That you're right, caused the stage to collapse during one of his acts. Caused nearly the entire integrity of the theater floor to give in from one of his experimental impulse machines.” “It's kind of strange, a shop like this, don't you think?”



“Not really, I think of it as a breath of fresh air... He had this copper parrot he made himself, brought it everywhere. It was quite annoying actually, all it did was practically bark. Forged a new set of bird sized goggles for it every time I came in here.” “... Where do you think he is now?” “I don't know... Maybe somewhere far, far away.” “Then, why did you bring us in here?”



“Right, for this.” Logan opens his hand to reveal a flat circular plug of some sort. “I know how uncomfortable that mouthpiece can be. Here, put this in.” Brooke reached into her mouth and removed the tube from her jaw, then dropped in the plug and twisted it into place. “Taste's weird.” “You'll get used to it.” “... Thanks.” “Heh, I'd like to enjoy my drink when it comes time to have one too.” “Hm, what's your preference?” Logan snickers. “Mm, I dunno.” “Come on. I don't judge.” “Whiskey I guess.” “You guess?” “Haven't had the time to remind myself if I still like it.” The positive spirit between Logan and Brooke plunders for a moment. They both look with a blank stare, knowing that they had tried not to focus on the bigger picture. “I know a place, next block over. I used to go there after work. Wanna take a look?” “Sure.” Logan again leads Brooke to another mysterious platform across yet another sky bridge.



Across a gap from a vertical hotel and dance club, there was a desolate, low key bar shoved into a small cove. Within the smooth carpeted walls were many glass protected shelves full of vases, bowls, plates, and cups, much like a china closet. The darker, classier setting made it unpopular to most amongst the sector, but Logan knew exactly where to go, and felt right at home. They sat in a booth directly abroad the permanently open door. The red and brown stained glass chandelier buzzed and flickered above them. “So you came here often?” “That I did, after work that is. I never found myself coming here any other time but after the job.” “Well, you were definitely right. It truly is something up here.” “... No matter how long I look down I uh, never get used to it.” “Where did you live?” “Top floor, down in S.” “Nice place?” “Simple, it got the job done. How about you?” “I moved around a lot. It's hard to say where my home really was.” Logan stares directly into Brooke's eyes. A brightening glare shivers and reflects, shifting his eyesight, making him feel dizzy. “How about a drink?” He says getting up from the booth looking away from



her. Brooke watches Logan step behind the counter and collect a few glasses under the counter-top. She takes a moment for her throat to stop quivering. “We should probably lay low, you know, not get too tipsy.” Logan slides the glasses under the beverage dispenser facing the wall. “What are you up for?” Brooke squints, takes a minute to think as she sits down at the bar. “Um, Bourbon.” she says confidently. “I hope you can hold it.” Logan jokes when he pours out a shot. Brooke stares out the window, dazed in the city lights. Taking a drink from her glass she looks to Logan with a smile. “This- this is cream soda.” Logan abruptly raises his eyebrows. “Closest thing they had to Root Beer.” She looks down to her glass and notices something odd. The liquid inside the glass was unbalanced, tilted a few degrees off center. “Logan, you sure everything in here is leveled?” “What do you mean?” “This building, is it all in tact?” He tilts his head a little, gives the glass on the counter a strange look. “I think it would be best to get off this block.” He gulps down the rest of his drink. “Sounds like a plan.” replied Brooke leaving her drink to sit alone on the counter.



They walked along the traffic platforms of the buildings, looking around the environment for clues. The air felt like it was full of static, the railings occasionally zapping if touched. Brooke looked off to the side of the short bridge, staring into the pit as she followed Logan. “That's a pretty long drop for some-” she suddenly quiets herself like a child ruining a surprise. “For what?” Logan's voice tone drops. “For someone to fall?” “I, I didn't mean to bring it up...” “... It's okay, like most things, you get over it.” “What was his name?” “Qain. Best damn plant marker I ever worked with. Most people couldn't commit to the pressure of it, being this high up, knowing that one simple mistake could get you killed... But he did it, got the job done better than most.” “But didn't he have a harness?” “That's the thing, he didn't have it hooked up.” “You make it sound suspicious.” “Hm, yeah... It was a pretty intense case for the records. His uh, body, it... It was never found.” “I, don't understand.” “... Neither did they. It was like he vanished in thin air. No impact, blood, clothing, nothing for the company to work with to file a death report.” “So what happened?” “Pff, I'm still wondering... But the man had a



plan, that's for damn sure.” “Did you talk to him much?” “No, not really, kind of a quite guy, damn smart though. Passed the dynamics and range perception tests with flying colors. DRP we called it.” “Sounds sophisticated.” “It was at the time, changed a lot over the years. I bet he's glad he learned it, if and only he's still alive.” “... Do you think he is?” Logan pauses, staring down to the cityscape below with his arms resting on the railing. “... I know I'm glad I did.” he says and continues walking leaving the subject on a somber note. Brooke lifts her voice back up. “Hey, can I ask you something?” “...Sure.” calmly confirms Logan leading the way with his hands in his pockets. “Did you uh, so happen to find your bow next to you when you woke up?” Logan tilts his head. “Not directly. Why?” “But you did, find it?” “Sure.” Brooke stops midway through her thought as the lights behind Logan begin to flicker and dim. A mild tremble is felt along the platform, making Logan look curiously into her eyes and turn himself around. “... Qain...” Logan whispers out mildly over



Brooke's shoulder. “What?” Brooke replies by turning her head and looking above. Qain stood on top of one of the towers above The Johannes Mix Club, probably a hundred feet higher than their location. He wore a jet black overcoat, identical to Logan's, and a modified holographic green eye-patch. The green lens over his eye shimmered in front of the darkened clouds overhead. His slick backed black hair vibrated just as he mysteriously leaned his weight forward into the steepening pit of the cities below. Logan had a bold, scowling expression come over his face. His pupils opened wide as he just stared blankly. Eventually stumbling to one knee, he began coughing and gasping for air. Brooke crouched down, putting her hand on his back. “What the hell was that? Are you alright?” Logan exhaustively brewed up his words. “I, I don't know.” “Are you sure.” “Yes, I'm fine.” he shoves her hand off his arm. “Eh, what the hell?” “Come on, get up.” Brooke aids Logan to a standing position, and in the meantime gets a glance at an active location the



next bridge away. “Logan, what's that?” Brooke says by pointing her head in the direction. Logan places a firm grip on the guardrail, collects a thick amount of saliva in his mouth and spits it over the edge. “What's what?” Brooke stares blankly with disgust. “I hope that's the first time you've done that.” “Done what?” “Ugh, just look, T. Giga's what?” “T. Giga's Girls.” Logan says in a weary undertone barely looking at the salmon lit italic sign above the place. “It looks active.” “Pff, Taylor's got a thing for active.” “We should check it out.” “Yeah, yeah, just go right ahead, I'll be right behind you.” “Maybe you shouldn't.” “Nah no, really, I'm fine, let's go.” he coughs into his hand. Brooke couldn't help but feel a sarcastic tone in Logan's voice. She gives him a not so confident look, but he reassures her that he's fine by raising his hand and nodding, then tells her to go ahead. Thus Brooke finds herself walking into a wasted, littered club that directly following the entrance it gives her a splitting



headache. The wallpaper was peeling, and it was mostly doused in liquid neon to liven up the mood. It was a variety dance club, but so obviously done wrong. The light sources were blinding, inconsistent, and carried no natural or ambient theme. The color pallet was too intense and overall just sickening, making your head and stomach upset. There wasn't much of a main room, just minibars set up around every corner that beamed harsh, over saturated toxic green light strips under the glass of the tight counters for a cheap ambient effect. Brooke barely wanted to spend another minute in there until she peered across a back room where an ajar door revealed two naked women attached to a large machine. Both of the women were without a doubt unconscious, but the closer she got, the more detail she unveiled. The bodies had indents and deep black lining drawn around their skin. She discovered they were Natural Androids, made to look exactly like men and women, but to serve as sex slaves, and to be bought by people non other than T. Giga to make prophet. The androids were on their knees leaning forward lifelessly with wires pinned into the back of their open craniums and back. Logan leaned back on



one of the bar counters jamming his fingers into his eyes, probably from the headache he was receiving. And instead, Brooke went into the back alone to explore, to only witness T. Giga himself lying piss drunk on a luxury crafted yellow velvet loveseat. Brooke had immediately lost respect for the gentlemen, and in return, she felt it was necessary to give him a wake up call. She nonchalantly held her EID to the side, pulled the fist wide trigger where it singed the power cables to the machine the bodies were strapped to. Taylor jumped at the sudden static discharge, waking him in his drunk slumber. “Christ! What the-” “Wakey wakey.” Brooke smiled childishly. “Who the hell are- what the hell was that!” He slaps his forehead as he sits up. “You- no come on! You killed the damn thing!” he remarked dramatically. “Killed?” There was an enthusiastic dramatized tone in his voice. “Yeah, broke, busted, dead now, thanks! Terrific!” “Whoops.” “What? Are you fucking kidding! Who are you? What are you doing here?” “I might ask you the same thing.” “Pff, yeah well, this is my business, so fuck off.”



“How polite of you.” Taylor scratches his chin and gets up off the floor. “They weren't done with their programming.” “What programming?” Taylor chuckles with a wide, sinister grin. “Take a fucking guess you flat chested-” Brooke swings her leg and kicks a bottle of alcohol toward Taylor, nailing him upside the head. The blunt force traumatizes him, making him rive in pain on the floor for a few moments with his hands clamping the swelling wound. “Mother- god damn bitch!” he screamed at the top of his lungs. Logan remained leaning against the counter across the room, shaking his head, mumbling to himself. “Shouldn't of done that man.”



Brooke stepped closer to Taylor as he painfully backed away on the floor back toward the wall with one arm covering his eyes. “Do you know where he is?” “Wh- where who is?” Taylor whimpered. “Why were you still awake?” “What? Get the hell, away, from me... You're crazy.”



“He's no help to us. Just looking for some alone time with his toys.” interrupts Logan putting his hand on Brooke's shoulder, pulling her away. “Bullshit.” Brooke hisses through her teeth. “You really hurt him huh?” Brooke shakes off Logan's hand. “Whatever.” she says and leaves the club frustrated. “Better luck next time, pal.” Logan kids with the man before he follows Brooke out the door.



13 Brooke had her head bent down toward the under cities as she stood outside with her arms spread wide, clenching the guardrail. “Hey you, what the hell was that?” Logan's



voice echoes from beside her.” “... We'll never understand, will we Logan?” she pauses for a minute just before her voice breaks down and her cheeks become wet. “No matter how deep we get into this, we won't get to the end of it.” “What the hell are you talking about?” “This! All of this! Why are we here!?” “... Because we have to stop him.” “Why should we? He's done it all already. What else can we do?” “We look at things much differently, Brooke. You and I both know that.” “Then maybe it's better off.” “Better off what?” “He has us locked in his cage. There's nowhere else to go but straight toward him.” “Yes, and he knows that.” Brooke pushes her hands off the guardrail. “Even if he were dead, he has us contained.” “Contained?” Logan questions harshly. “He has a plan.” “Yeah, so? It's up to us-” “You said before, that we shouldn't waste our time on false hope.” “This is different, this is something that is physical, right in front of us.” “... We're wasting our time, Logan. And you know that.”



A silver plated bird flutters down to the railing behind Brooke, where only Logan can see it. Logan's face drains of emotion, and he thinks back to the memory of Wendell's parrot. “Move!” yells Logan shuffling his arm. “Get out of the way!” Brooke steps aside and looks over her shoulder to see that nothing was there. Her eyes dart back and forth, her expression resumes bewildered. “What?” “No.” Logan sighs to himself. “Did you see something?” “Troubling, isn't it...?” coarsely interjects Qain with the bird on his finger, sitting on top of the club sign. “... When we know we saw something, that's not entirely there.” “You cocky bastard.” remarks Logan looking up toward Qain smiling. “How about a brew?” Qain asks with a rough grin. Qain's home was placed deep into Tier Three, surrounded by other clusters of smoke stacks and electrical fields. It was smaller, cozy, but not very well kept. Brooke felt she could collect a much more broader amount of information about Qain by just spending a minute in his house. A square living room contained an “L” shaped, sharp edge couch, three or



four bookshelves densely stacked with half read books of fictional stories, biographies, history, physics, geology, and tons of other factual, tech savvy material. Brooke happily carried around her glass of ice water, half the time holding it up to her forehead as she skimmed through the impressive library. She stopped when she came across a dark red book with a certain, memorable text to it. Surely enough, it was Farmland Robotica. She flipped it over in her hand as she sipped her drink. As for Logan and Qain, they were in the kitchen silhouetted by six small metal fans that each divided three rays of blue light as they spun. Logan swallows a mouthful of coffee from his smoking mug. “That's a damn good brew.” Qain puffs his cigarette, waits a moment, then puffs again. He flicks it a couple of feet into the kitchen sink that had already been full of dish soaped water. He turns to Logan. “Tier Three factory made of course.” “Where have you been?” “I was afraid you'd ask that?” “Afraid? Don't lie to me, afraid isn't in your genes.” “Hm, well, it's been a while has it not?” “A few years, Qain.” “Right, a few years.” Qain had a much different way of dissecting things than Logan did, something about an extra bounce in his step. He was



more jittery, stuttered occasionally, but as sharp as they could come. “So tell me, what happened to you?” “What happened to me isn't the majority of it, you see. Many things, many instances to be learned.” “Mhm, go on.” “And you're probably still wondering what happened the night I allegedly, opted out.” “You sure as hell stumped the whole research lab.” “I wanted to fall under the radar for a while, but I guess I never took the time to study the effect it would have on other people.” “Didn't think that part through huh?” “I'm, sorry, Logan.” “Hey, don't worry about me, we're doing just fine.” “I didn't wish to over complicate things. Just needed to get away.” Logan leaned comfortably back in his chair with a straight face. “... You did it, didn't you?” “I'm sorry?” “The care packages.” “Oh, right. I do believe I had some part of that. But I assure you, I cannot be entirely blamed.” “How so?” “There's a lot of things I wish to tell you, Logan.” “Like what?” “About everything, about why the two of you



woke up when you did... There were surges of electrical outputs that scattered across the sky. Atlas, he's recharging it.” “Recharging what?” “The centrifuge he calls it. A power component that has the power to wipe out the city.” “I think we've already headed down that alley.” “You, don't understand. I didn't want to tell you. We- You, her, and I are awake because of the same reason. He wants us, he needs us.” “The syndicate.” Logan remarks unimpressed. “Precisely... I was sent to plant your minds with the program he needed for him to take over. But I just, couldn't do it...” “Atlas told me something.” quietly addressed Brooke remaining sane in the kitchen threshold. “He asked me if I knew what it was like to wake up cold, being deprived of your life for twenty years to only realize that your identity had been forged by something else.” The heat in the discussion decreases. Logan and Qain just glare at one another, then look to themselves and back at Brooke. “A ghost particle.” whispered Qain aloud. “The symbiotic analysis.” “You better start making sense quick.” remarked Logan.



“Subconscious information that slipped through the educational program feed, it caused a divide in personality. There was an experiment, years ago, about bonding relationships with man to machine, to make them work more efficiently as industrial workers. It was like an educational pocket fed directly into the brain of the subject, gifting them knowledge... But the subject was never supposed to retain their emotions, hence why they called it a ghost particle, a glitch that kept the other half of them thinking more human, their memories-... Atlas.”



14 Qain walked beside Atlas within sector C. It was down-pouring, an inch of rain flowing down the street behind them. They faced an apartment complex, and behind them were security officers armed to the



teeth. Atlas put his arm in front of Qain, shook his head, and let the security open the door for them. Qain had a glare in his eye, a feeling of disappointment in himself, it made his utterly shameful. As soon as the door was opened, Atlas allowed Qain to walk in front of him into the lobby of the complex. They entered the first hallway, Qain still by Atlas's side. Atlas nodded to Qain, in which Qain looked to the security behind him and nodded himself. Two of the officers attempted to kick in the door, but failed to break it down. Behind them, three other men carried a black zipped luggage bag made to carry machine parts. They set it on the floor, began to unzip it, but struggled to pick the device up all at once. Atlas pushed them aside, picked the device up himself, and aggressively with supreme force, shoved it into the wall on the right side of the door to the apartment. As he held it, he directed Qain to turn the two latches on the top and bottom of it. A greenish glow blinked onward through a clear plastic tube in the middle of the heavy metal device. The device was bolted to the wall, Atlas put his hand on Qains back and nudged him forward back into the lobby where the device ruptured a hole in the wall that instantly killed two of the dumbfounded officers. The dust kicked up, plaster crumbled onto the



carpeted floor, and the civilians inside were cuffed and dragged outside. The armored weapon depots had been stripped of all weaponry, and the people were stored inside like cattle., lost in the dark breathing down each others neck both praying and panicking. Atlas had his base beneath the military citadel. There is where he enslaved the more all knowing, intelligent civilians to take part in his creation, a second, more powerful centrifuge. He knew how to build it, but the original had just taken much too long. He starved himself of the patience, and instead sought a newer, more modern way of territorial control. He called it Deus. A much more significant machine that stood a hulking one hundred and fifty stories tall. It was matte black, shoulders attached to its semi-circle shaped head that contained the nest for the centrifuge. Its torso was welded onto its moving platform where the uni-wheel design sat under. There must have been a hundred or more lifted walkways suspended from the ceiling in the citadel that each inhabited ten or more welders, mechanics, and industrial workers. Atlas saw this as a most fulfilling moment in all of recent history. As for Qain, he was pinned against a tight corner shaking to fight back his urge to murder Atlas himself from the travesty. Qain wanted nothing more than to disconnect himself from it all. He already knew the plans, and



that if he didn't chip in, Atlas would search for him, have him killed at all cost. But Atlas wasn't anywhere near that lower intelligence, and knew if Qain broke loose from his grasp, it could mean severe crippling to his project. Atlas stood beside Qain in the citadel, overlooking the workers, getting a good profile on his facial expression. “Qain.” his voice carried. “Do you have the care packages ready?” Qain bits the inside of his lower lip. “Yes.” “Then you know what you must do.” “Where do you want them?” “The closest hospital. If we do this right we have everything in proportion.” “And what about them, the civilians? What happens when we don't need them anymore?” Atlas slowly turns his head to Qain. “The underground is prepped for them. They'll be in control of the machine surrogates as soon as the individual vessels are powered up, but that comes later...” Qain disappears in plain site, a characteristic Atlas rather enjoyed. But Qain felt he needed to lower his standard of emotional output in order to keep to Atlas's level, to not compromise that he felt any of this was wrong. When in fact, he never implemented the program on himself, saw no reason to, he was smart enough, for so he thought.



Qain left for the hospital, a few miles away to drop off Brooke in the bed she would later awaken in. Qain had to unclothe her, lay her in bed, and hook her up to the machine. Atlas had already had his people preform the surgery, to help her breath in the hostile environment after everything were to supposedly be destroyed. Standing over her vulnerable being, Qain could do nothing but grind his teeth at the devastation of it all. It infuriated him to no end, he couldn't help but feel hopeless anger, rising through his throat. He hooked up the oxygen cable that could help her breathe for the designated period of time during the machine programming. But instead of actually switching on the program, he let the machine run the sleeping module for ten days, then shut off the lights behind him. Within the time-frame he was assigned to deliver the assigned people to their designated zones, Qain found enough time to unravel his own plan. He stood on top of the roof of the citadel, prepping himself for a controlled free-fall. He closed his eyes, took a deep breath in, then exhaled slowly. Just seconds later, all power to the citadel abruptly shut off, leaving everyone inside in the impenetrable chilling darkness.



Atlas's croaking, echoing voice stumbled out to himself. “Oh where does the spider crawl?” A green lit arrow trailed into the dark. It jabbed the wall near Atlas's side and chipped into it. A fluid inside of the tubed body drained and dripped onto the floor. Atlas's face grew focused, and he ripped the arrow right out of the wall, threw it across the room to where it exploded, killing a few of his workers who were to busy working. Atlas jolted his head up towards the sky, stepping in a tight circle. “You'll have to do better than that my friend!” he shouts upwards. “What opposes you is much more than just flesh and blood.” Atlas's workers run amok amongst every floor of the citadel. Qain brushes passed their shoulders, knocking them over, hurrying himself to get a better view of the bottom floor. Atlas catches a running scientist, clenches down on his windpipe, and throws him across the floor where he skids into the wall. “Why blend with them!?” Atlas shouts again powering through the oncoming crowd. “What makes you a part of their, swine like behavior?” Atlas shoves himself through the crowd as the more arrows stab themselves into the bottom plate of the new machine. The explosions set off, and all Atlas



does is toss any bodies that get in his way aside. In the meantime, Qain delivers every last arrow he has into the bottom half of the machine. “Why must you hide!” Atlas's voice crackles through the air like a break in the sound barrier. “Maybe everyone, deserves the same treatment.” he says as he suddenly grasps a woman in a lab coat, squeezes her jaw, then looks her right in the eyes. Just as Atlas shoves her back to the floor, an arrow injects itself into his right knee plate. He grabs a hold of it, tries to take it out as a piercing pain sears at his left shoulder. The explosions go off, and Atlas kneels to the ground with his arms down to the floor. His breathing falls short, thickening with every breath as pockets of blood are spat up. A small green light flickers a few feet in front of him. “Atlas.” a stoic voice breaks through the shadows. “If anything, I'll be the one to see that you're the last life that is taken in this city.” For a minutes time Atlas remains silent. He growls out his next few words. “...It was a scorpion.” “Excuse me?” “It, held me, hugged me, wrapped me within its cold metal legs... And all I wanted to know is why it strangled me with its cables-” he abruptly throws himself toward Qain where the both of them are then



lost in the dark with nothing but an echo that leaves them.



15 Qain brought them to the tower where all of them thought Atlas had allegedly been hiding. The two trench-coats led the way through the green lit lattice



walled hallway, with Brooke following them through the knee high fog. Logan opened the door to a vast square shaped room with a short glossy gray ceiling reflecting the water that settled in the floor. A narrow walkway surrounded the room to access the other side as for the glass that used to make up the floor had been broken. The crackling of electricity zipped all around them, creating an exoskeleton of intensified, hostile sound. The room echoed from the slightest bit of sound, a subtle sniffle could amplify from one corner to the other, ricocheting in an endless time lapse. There were bank hubs and file swap stations everywhere. After all, it was the only communications tower in all of Society Six. The three of them faced a wide stairway to the next floor. They looked to one another, took a deep breath, and nodded. The walls were layered in hardware. Windows barricaded with cables, ceiling panels busted apart for sources of stronger light, exposed wires shorting out with smoke gently skimming the floor. On either side of the rumbling centrifuge were two large screens full of nothing but static. The vibration from the centrifuge had already shattered the windows around the room. As a bone thumping quake is felt underneath them, Logan and



Brooke duck for cover as Qain grasps his green lit bow from over his shoulder. He steps toward the edge of the open window, just centimeters before the wide open gaping void with nothing but miles of city streets below. Qain feels the chilling wind brush across his face and neck, he turns around to Logan. “There was a time when emotional integrity made you who you were! The man just won't stay down!” he laughs almost maniacally. “Qain!” called out Logan from the center of the room beside Brooke. “He was right, we can't stop progress!... But we can always retain, who we are!” Qain leans forward, his coat flailing behind him. His vision blurred before his eyes, which soon filled with water and became the tears that flew up past his head. And during his accelerating free-fall, he drew his bow as the crawling torso of a twenty story tall machine gripped the outer edges of the tower. The head of the machine erupted in hellfire, causing it to cave in, revealing a bloodied and beaten up Atlas who barely remained in control, let alone conscious. He was within another centrifuge structure, but his knees and elbows were nearly broken apart, it had been severing the flesh due to the power it had



constantly pressured onto him over time. So Deus fell and crashed brutally into a lifted roadway, breaking it apart from the weight, then proceeded to fall into Tier One where they could feel the world shake. Atlas got what he wanted, to become a machine, to give in to what he thought was progress. As soon as it was safe to move again, Brooke and Logan brought themselves down to the streets of Tier One, mindlessly stumbling upon the mass wreckage. Qain's body was found, and in the end it turned out he had the same mark engraved into his skin behind his ear as did the others from the syndicate. The disrepair was beyond rebuilding, and Society Six were to lay waste of itself until it would eventually cave in. ... “You about ready?” asked Logan standing behind Brooke who sat in front of the electric fed corded dream-weaver completely distracted and oblivious. Brooke never answered, and instead of getting up, she continued to sit and listen to the mystifying music. “Brooke”, Logan's voice echoed. “Brooke”, it echoed again and again. But Brooke never moved, never bothered to turn around to see that Logan was waiting for her, leaning against the doorway looking



the other direction. “Where are we headed?” finally asked Brooke standing behind Logan putting on her jacket. “Society Seven, Eight, Nine, wherever.” “We clear to fly?” “All fueled up.” “...What do we tell them?” “... You got me, kid...” Logan and Brooke step inside the elevator, in which Logan pushes the button to descend to the lobby. Their clothes were filthy, bruises, sweat, and scratches conjoined on their skin. No emotion struck them as the doors of the elevator closed in front of their faces. A hard rock theme emerged into the elevator shaft, drowning their thoughts when the elevator cart only got smaller, and thus faded away.
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